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Abstract
Modem integrated circuits contain thousit~ldsof switching c&
an overwbelming task.

making their design

The design procedure is t h d o r e divided into sequence of design

steps. Circuit layout is the design step in which a p h y s i d r e h a t i o n of a circuit is
obtained Erom its hinctionai description. Placemcnt is one subproblem of circuit layout

whieb involves positionhg cells within a target placement geometry while minimining the
placement area and the total interconneethg wire length. Placement heuristics capable
of producing high quality (near optimal) placements with Little computational effort are
required as integrated circuits increase in size.

In this thesis, we propose and investigate a placement heuristic that combines constructive and iterative improvement methods. The heuristic is both flexible and extensible. A good initial placement is constmcted through a combination of relative placements

and circuit partitioning. Computational efnfiency is achieved by using an interior point
method for h d h g relative placements and c d interchange heuristics for finding circuit
partitions. Two formulations for the relative placement problem are proposed and investigated. Itetative rather than direct methods are s h o w to reduce the computational

time required by the interior point method. A ciustering heuristic is also proposed for
Mproving the efficiency of the placement heuristic. Subsequently, iterative improvement
is applied to fùrther improve the placement. We describe a simple and greedy itera-

tive improvement method which is capable of produchg high quaiity finai placements
when provideci with e good initiai placement. Placements generated by out heuristic are
shown to compare favourably in turm, of quality and computational aciency to other
established placement heuristics on a set of test circuits.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Modern integrated circuits typically contain many thousands of sitching cells. The large
number of switehing c e h makes the design of an integrated circuit an overahelming task.

The design procedure is therefore divided into a sequence of design steps [22], narnely architectud design,lWcal design, circuit design, cimit layout, design verification, testing,

and debugging. These design steps are Uustrated in Figure 1.1, and we briefiy describe
each of

these steps.

Architectural design involves d e m g the goals and constrabts of the system.

This

includes what the system will do, how the system will be divided into components and
how the components wiU intetact. Criteria for the system are also s p d e d during the

architectural design and may indude specifications such as pwer requirements, area

requirements, speed tequirements and so forth.
Logic design involves deciding how each component of the system wiU be expressed
logicaily. VMous components may be implemented as RAM (random access memory),

ROM (read oniy memory) or as PLAs (programmable logic arrays), for example.
Circuit design invo1ves converting the logic design into electronic circuits that imple-

ment the desired tunetions The result of the ckcuit design step is a set of huictional
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blocks (cells) which are genetally nctangiilar in shape and connecteci together via a set

of signal paths (nets).

I

Logid Design

1

I

I

I
I

Circuit Design

I
1

4

L-,,,,,,-,-~
I

I

I
i
1

l

Design VeriEication

I
I

-

1

: potential
: feedbackpaths
1

I
I

I

I

I

I

Testing and Debugghg

I
I
I

Figure 1.1: lntegrated circuit design procedure.
Circuit layout invalves converting the functional description of the circuit into a set
of physical m&

which can be used to physicaiiy realize the circuit. Since circuit layout

is the topic of this thesis, a more detailed description of circuit layout is provided in a

subsequent section.

Finaiiy, design vdcation, testing and debugging involve checking the circuit to ensure ail design aiteria an satisfied,

and that the circuit correctly performs its intend

function.
Although the design procedure has been describeci as a sequence of steps, the individ-

ual design steps are not mutually exciusive operatioas. Each step influences subsequent
steps, and the results of any step may be used as f d b a c k information to reoise an emiier
step. Several iterations of the design procedure may be requUed to obtain a satistactory

design for any given integrated circuit.

1.1

Circuit Layout

As input to the circuit layout design step, we are given a description o f a circuit in the form

of a netlist which is a description of switcbiag elements, or cells, and th& interconnecting
*es,

or nets, Nets connect to cells via piBs which represent electrical comection points

to the cells and are located within the boudaries of the ceh. Circuit layout involves

detennining the geometrical coordinates for ceüs within a h o dimensional plane, or in one
of a few planar layers, and connecting the cella according to the netlkt. In performing this
t ask, several objectives and requirements are satisfied. Typicd objectives indude (i) area

minimization, (ii) wire length minimisation, and (üi)minimization of performance driva
c r i t a i a su&

as path delays, power consumption and so forth. Requirements represent

constraints imposecl by the design technologp or fabrication technology being used, su&
as sufEcient spaclng between cells and wires, and so forth. Cirmit layout is t h d o r e an

example of a constrained optimization problem.

The circuit layout problem itself is NP-hard [29] and is theretore divided into a sequence of subproblems which are solved one aRu another. These subproblems are also
intractable, but are amendable to heuristic solution methodologies which are best described as approximate schemes capable of yielding near optimd solutions to the required
problem with teasonable computational effort. The most cornmon division of the circuit
layout problem into subproblems is iiiustrated in Figure 1.2. First, a partitiming subproblem may be solved. This subproblem involves dividing a circuit into a s m d set
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l

r
I

Global Routurg

' jèed6ack patlrr
I

I

Figure 1.2: Circuit layout subproblems,
of relatively independent subcircuits which can be designed and implemented as separate circuits, and subsequently interconnecteci. The ceii placement subproblem is solved

(for each partitioned subcircuit) to determine the positions of the cells. Subsequently,
the globo1 muting and the detuiled muting subproblems are solved to connect the cells
accordhg to the netlist, As illustrated for the circuit design procedure, the circuit lay-

out subproblems are not mutudy exclusive. The solution of each subproblem infiuences
subsequent subproblems, and the resdts of any subproblem may be used as feedback
information to revise and Muence the solution of a previous subproblem.
As previously mentioued, circuit layout invalves the minimixation of several dinesent
objectives subject to constraints or restrictions Mposed on the problem. However, due
to the division of circuit layout into amendable subproblems, these objectiva c m oRen
only be estimted during the solution of esdi subprobfem. For instance, until the circuit

routing h actually periormed, quantities such as wire lengths and path delays are unknown. It is therefore necessary to have accurate estimates of these quantities during the
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placement subproblem. The quaüty of the circuit layout higbly depends on the design of
the heuristic methods used t o sdve the placement and routing subproblems.

1.2 Research Motivations and Objectives
In this thesis, we are concerneci with the ceU placement subproblem. Heuristics for
ceil placement may be ciassifieci as either iterative improvement [41]or as constructive

methods [25] . We defer to Chapter 2 for a more d e t d e d description of these heuristics

and presently provide only enough description to iilustrate the motivation and objectives
for additional investigations into the c d placement subproblem.

1.2.1

Motivations

Previously proposed placement heuristics al1 exhibit certain advantages and disadvantages. Interestingly, the advantages of certain heuristics tend to be the disadvantages of

.

ther heuristics For instance, certain iteratire improvement methods produce very high

O

quality placements, but require excessively large computational effort to do so. Conversely, certain constructive methods require Little computational effort, and although

good, the placements produced by these methods are generaiiy of lesser quaütp than
thek iterative improvement counterparts. In designing a placement heutistic, both qudity and computational dciency are issues that m u t be addresseci.

The quality of the

placement is essentid for the performance of the final circuit whereas computationd ec
ficiency is essentid for shortenhg the design procedure ( t h is especialiy true for large

circuits where a "short" design procedure may correspond to w&,

months or years) .

Finaliy, the flexibiity and robustness of a placement heuristic are &O issues which must
be addresseà as layout styles change and ditrerent design objectives are proposed. Ongoing research is thetefore neceMary to develop newer and better placement heuristics

which are: (i) effective, (ii) efEaent, and

1.2.2

ci)flexible and robust.

Objectives

In this thesis, our main objective is to investigate and develop a placement methodology

which exhibits the aforementioned characteristics through enhancements, alterations and
combinations of previously proposed constructive and iterative improvement methods.
Essentially, we propose to combine constructive and iterative improvementmethods where
the constructive method is used to create a good initial placement which is subsequently
improved using an iterative improvement method.

Our proposed constructive method requires a combination of mathematical programming and circuit partitioning. When used in combination with circuit partitioning, the
solution of the mathematical program (whichis known as the relative placement problem)
provides relative c d positions (that is, c d adjacencies and proximities to desired positions) throughout the placement ama. These ceU positions represent usefùi information
for detennining ceii positions in a good initial placement. We present h o formulations of
the relative placement problem which f d t a t e an investigation of the t r a d d in quality
of the initial placements created by the constructive method versus the computational
d o r t required to do so. Unüke previous heuristics, n e propose an intexior point method

for solving the relative placement problems which aise during the constructive method.
We introduce the interior point method as an enhancement to previously proposed solution methodologies since the interior point method d o n s a aide varïety of eonstrahts to
be induded into the fotmuiation of the relative placement ptoblem without tequiring any

changes in the solution methodology. We iilustrate that the computational ubottleneck"
of the interior point method is the sdution of a sequence of systems of iinear equations.
Therefore, as an d d i t i o n d enhmceriluit, we investigate the application of iterative methods as a means of solving these systems of equations. We iiiustrate that iterative methoàs

are useful for reducing the computational effort requited to d v e very large and sparse
optimisation probluns when the de-

of amiracy required in the solution (such as that

requùed by the relative placement problem) is Lon. We also investigate Wmut clastering
as a means of reducing the cornputational effart required by the constructive method

while improving the quality of the initial placements. Additionally, we illustrate that
&cuit cLusteting is applicable to other problems, such as &cuit partitioning, which arîse

during the integrated circuit design procedure.

Our proposed iterative improvement method improves the placements aeated by the
constructive method using a search heuristic to Locally reattange cells. We iiiustrate that,

by taking into account the quality of the initial placement, the iterative improvement
method requins little computational effort to m a t e high quality placements. Fiaaliy,

the objective funftion used to determine the improvement in any local rearrangement can
be arbitrarily flexible when using a search heuristic, providecl evaluation of the objective

function is not prohibitive.

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, ne describe cell placement in greater
detail. We describe different types of placement topologies encountered in practice. Previous placement heuristics are alro describecl. Findy, our proposed placement heuristic
is describecl as a combination of constructive and iterative improvement methoâs.

The

purposes and interactions of the various components of the heuristics are dewibed.

In Chaptus 3 through 6, out constructive method for generating initial placements
is described. In Chapter 3, the relative placement pcoblem is described as a method for
determining relative celî positions throoghout the placement area. Two different forrnulations of the problem are presented to ülustrate potential tracleos in quality versus speed

during the relative placement. An interior point method which is suitable for solring
both formulations of the d a t i v e placement problem is described in Chapter 4. In Chap

ter 5, the circuit pactitioning problem is presented and its application to c d placement
is described. We illustrate that sevetal iterations of relative placement and circuit partitioning results in a procedure for detumining a good distribution of cells thronghout the
placement area. This distribution of celis is shown t o be uscful in determinhg good c d
positions in an initiai Iegal placement. The creation of an initial legal placement fiom
the c d positions provided by the dative placement and circuit partitioning iterations
is described in Chapter 6. Additionaiiy, numerical results are presented in Chapter 6 to

iliustrate the efktiveners and efsciency of o u constructive method using both relative
placement formulations.
K
n Chapter 7, an iterative improvement method is presented for furthet improving the
initiai placement provided by the constmctive method. Numerical results are ptesented

to demonstrate that fino1 placements generated after the completion of the constructive

and iterative improvement methods are comparable or better than existing placement
heuristics on a set of test circuits. We consider iterative improvement as a necessary step
in the overaii placement heuristic.

Circuit clustering is describeci in Chapter 8. A dutering heuristic for condensing a
circuit netlist is proposed. Circuit dustering is proposed in order to reduce the dimensionality of the relative placement problems thereby improving the computational efiiciency

of the constructive method. Numerical resuits are presented to demonstrate the efktiveness of circuit clustering when incorporateci into the placement heuristic. Clustering is

demonstrated to provide comparable placements (t O t hose obtained rit hout clustering)

while substantiaily reducing the computational d o r t .

Finally, a snmmary of this thesis is ptesented in Chapter 9. The intention is to
highüght the contributions of this thesis and to provide a description of fûture research
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possibiiities for additional enhancements to this work.

Chapter 2

Ce11 Placement
As previously mentioned, c d placement is a subprobiem of the circuit layout design

step which involves positioning cells (dthough a small number of ceh, known as I/O
p d p axe fixeci

at positions around the periphery of the placement area) within a speci-

fied placement geometry. In pertorrning the placement, severai objectives are minimiaed
while satisfying several restrictions or constraints imposed

on the positions of the cells.

Primarily, the objectives in c d placement are minimi.r.ation of (i) the placement area,

(ii) the aire length, and/ot (iii) performance criteria such as path delays and so forth.
Restrictions on ceii positions are genetally due to the type of placement required, which
is a function of the technology and layout style begia used in the design. For instance,
the techn010gy determina the size of the celis and rnay infiuence the required spacing

between neigbouring cells.

The layout style may requite the cells to be positioned within

rows or at points arrangeci in a grid [29].

The type of c d placement we considu is semi-cwtom design [29] which is appücable
to the design of Application Sp&c
Gate h a y s

Integrate Circuits (ASICs) and Field Programmable

(FPGAs). In semi-custom design, typical circuits may contain thousands

of ce&, Restrictions are imposed on the positions of cells and locations for routing con-
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cells

verrical c h n e l s

(a) island-styled gate arrays

(b) row-orienteci standard celis

Figute 2.1 : Semiastom design topologies.
nections behreen cells. ùi other words, the physicai topology of the circuit is essentidy
known a priori. Celis implementing dinerent hinctiona can be placed at any of the re-

stricted positions and subsequently implemented by modifying a standard set of physical
masks prior to the fabrication of the circuit.

Figure 2.1 iliustrates common sanisuatom design topologies, namely island-styled
gate arrays and row-oriented standard ceh/gate arrays. In island-styleci gate arrays, cells
are typically equd in width and height, and must be positioned at specified grid points

within the placement area. Subsequent routing W performed in vertical and horizontal

channela. In row-oriented placement, ceils are equal in height, but are different in width.

Cells m u t be placed into a presaibed number of rows located within the placement area.
Once placed, routing is performed in the horizontal ehannels in between adjacent rows.
Connections between c e b in non-adjacent rows may be routed around the end of the
rows, or through the insertion of additional ce&, hown as feedthmghr, into the rows.
Since identical placement heuristics are typicaily used for eadi topology, ne consider only
tow-onented placement.

In pertorming c d placement, hand designs are impractical due to the large circuit
sues. hrthermore,

the design objectives can only be approacbed at the expense of ex-
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Figure 2.2: Taxonomy of placement heuistics.
cessive computationai efforts. Therefore, high quality placements are obtained only by
accepting excessive computational Sort, or by s d c i n g placement qualities. Automated placement heuristics are required to fsuütate semi-custom design, and to reach a
reasonable tradeoff in quaiity versus computational effort.

2.1

Previous Approaches

Many dinerent heutistics have been proposed for c d placement. The taxonomy of these
placement heuristics ir ilîustrated in Figm 2.2. Placement heuristics may be broadly

dassified a s either constructive or ituative improvement methods [29].
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2.1.1

Constructive Methods

Constructive methods produce placements dinetly fiom the circuit description (that is,
the cd-net interconnections providecl by the netlist). These methods may be subâivided
into two major categories, nameiy partitioning algorithms [8, 401 and analytical dg*
rithms [32]. Constructive methods are considercd global apptodes, since placements
are obtained by considering aii circuit connections simdtaneously. Typically, the com-

bination of partitioning and analytical algorithms has resulted in the most s u c c d
consttuctive rnethods [25, 491.
Constructive methods have the advantage that they are generaily fast and produce
reasonably good placements for large circuits due to the globality (that is,the sirnultaneous consideration of all c d interconnections) of the approach. Honever, these methods
are typically restrictive in the design objectives which can be iacorporated into the cost

functions and therefore cannot ptoduce the highest quality placements.

2.1.2

Iterative hprovement Methods

Iterative improvement methods do not produce placements directly fiom the circuit description, but rather begin with an initial placement and search for an improveû placement

by making local changes to the uisting placement. These perturbations are continued
until a near optimal placement is obtained. Therefore, the* methods are esseatiaiiy local

s e a h aZq~~W~rns
which begin at an existing solution and move to neighbouring solutions
via s m d and local perturbations. Itetative improvement methoda may be subdivided

into two major subdasses, namely randomized or deterministic algorithms. This division

depends on whether or not a given perturbation is used to alter an exipting placement.
Iterative imptovement methods are highly flexibility in the design objectives which
can be incorporateci into the cost hctions. Since the cost of a given placement is a
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funaion of the design objectives, it b onlp necessary to re-eduate the cost funetion to
determine if one placement is better than another placement,
R a n d o e e d algorithms always aceept changes which lead to an improved solution,

and may also accept changes leading to poorer solutions with a Iow probabiüty. It is
this acceptance of changes lesdirig to poonr solutions which gives these algorithms the
abiliw t o escape fiom locai minima, and to approach a global optimum. Randomisecl
iterative improvement methods are trsditiondy based on Simulated Annealing [41]or on
evolution-based algorithms [26, 27). Randomized algorithrus produce very high quality
placements (ofken the best of the heuristic methods), which is a direct consequence of the
ability of such approaches to escape fiom local minima. However, ex~essiveamounts of
computational effort are required by randomiaed algorithms to produce these results.

Unlike randomizeù algorithnu, detemiinutif algotithms only accept changes which
Iead to improved solutions. These algorithms require l e s computational d o r t than th&
randomized counterpzuts, but are generaily unable to produce placements of comparable
quality due to th& inability to escape fiom local minima. Deterministic algorithms
that have the ability to escape local optima have been proposed [37]. Even sa, these

algorithms are not comparable to randomized algorithms in there abüity to escape fÎom
local minima.

2.2

A Combination of Methods

Since constnictive and iterative improvement methods both exhibit advantages and disadvantages, fhther progres in developing placement heuristics requires combining aud/or
enhanciog the din't methods. Constructive metho&, aithough not as flexible as iterative improvement methods, are capable of producing good placements with Ion computationai d o r t . Flexibility for the constructive method may be achieved by enhancing
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existing constructive methods by using dinerent modelling of the problem ot by using
more flexible solution algorithms. C o n v d y , iterative improvement methods are very
f l d b l e and are capable of producing high quality placements, but a t the expense of excessive computational edEort.

By combining the methods, excessive cornputational sorts

may be avoided. An iterative improvement method can take advantage of a good initial

placement generated by a constructive method and less computational dort wili be re
quired t o reach a near optimal placement. In other words, a deterministic improvement
algorithm may be sdicient, SMilarily, the quality of the final placement is not restricted

by the flexibility of the constructive method since subsequent iterative improvemetit is
pedormed. The combination of a constructive and an iterative Mprovement method

results in an o v e r d placement heuristic üiusttated in Figure 2.3. As ülustrated, the
placement heuristic requires a combination of relative placements, circuit partitioning

and search heuristics.

An initial placement is genersted using a constructive method as follows. The circuit
description and desireci placement geometry is read, and an iterative procedure involving
a combination of mathematical p r o g r d g and circuit partitioning begins.

The &-

cuit description and placement geometry is first used to m a t e an initial overlapping c d

placement which is d d b e d by a mathematicd program knorn as the d a t i v e placement
pmblem. By allowing several placement violations (cells are allowd to overlap and are
not restricted to positions within the rows), the solution of the relative placement problem
provides the general positions of cells throughout the placement ares while minimiziagan
estimate of the total wire length. The intention W to d e t e d e generai celi proximities
and adjacencies in the final placement while providing a global view of the circuit interconnections. Idedy, the placement restrictions should be included in the formulation of
the relative placement problem. However, these simplifications are required in order to
obtain a practicd solution methodology for solving the relative placement formulations.
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Figure 2.3: A combiiation of constructive and iterative improvernent methoàs.

The simplifications made when detemiiningreiatîve c d positions may resdt in significant c d ovalap. Eiuthemnore, cells tend to duster towards the center of the placement
area. ~~t

partitioning b appiied to dinde the celis into disjoint groups and the place-

ment area into cegions. By assigning the partîtioned groupe of c e b to disjoint regions
within the placement area c d overlap may be reduced (since cells in one regions are
prevented fkom overlapping with c&

in other regions) and area utüisation is improved

(by forcing cells into unoccupied portions of the placement area). By resolvuig the relative placement problem with additional information (constraints) appended fiom the

circuit partitioning problem, a good (global) distribution of cells throughout the place-

ment area may be obtained. This idormation aids in detennining c d proximities in the
final placement.
Therefore, there is an interaction between the relative placement and the circuit partitioning problems. The relative c d positions are us& to generate initial partitions of the
cells. These initial partitions are subsequently improved using circuit partitioning. Once
the partitioning is completed, the division of the cells into disjoint regions throughout
the placement area is taken into account during subsequent relative placements by in-

cluding additional constraiats into the relative placement formulations. This alternation
between mathematical programming and &cuit partitioning is repeated until ce& are
distnbuted evenlp throughout the entùe placement area. The interaction between the
relative placement and circuit partitioning problems is describeci in more detaii in C h a g
ter 5. Subsequentiy, a legaIiMtion heuristic based on the c d positions can be applied to
remove any residud c d overlap and t o sat*

any placement restrictions irnposed on the

c d positions*

Once the initial c d placement h obtained, an iterative improvement method is applied
to fimther improve the placement. Given the effort expendeci to produce an initial place-

ment, n e auurne that the initial placement E good (cells are in the vîcinîty of tbeir final
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1 C-ucuit
circuit1
circuit2
biomed

industryl
industty2
industry3

I Ceils
I

1

Nets
833
983
3014
3136
6417 5742
2271 2478
12142 13419
15059 21938

P d 1

Rows

1

81

107
97
580
495
375

Table 2.1: Test circuit sixes and placement geometries.
positions in a near optimal placement). A greedy and highiy locaiized search heuristic
based on c d moves and swaps is applied to rearrange cells. Locdizing the rearrangement
of the cells (which is possible as a consequence of the effort spent to produce the initiai

placement), implies our iterative Mprovement method requires l e s computational efEort.
That is, since the cells are highly restricted in their possible positions, the search for
improved ceU positions is accomplished in a more timely manner.

2.3

Test Circuits

Throughout this work, numerical results are presented on a set of test circuits to illustrate
various aspects of the placement heuristic. Ali the numerical results presented were

produced on a Sun SPARCstation 5/85 with 64 Mbytes of memory.
The test circuits we consider are fiustrated in Table 2.1. In Table 2.1, the identifier

and the number of ceiis, nets and I/O pads for each circuit are presented. The iimt t a o
test circuits

are of out own cteation and the remaiaing four circuits are taken frorn the

MCNC benchmark test suite [28]. The number of tons tequind in the final placement of
each circuit are a b indicated in Table 2.1. The number of rows determines the desired

placement geometry in the foîlowing sense. The height of the cells detennines the height
of the rows and the spacing betxeen the rows. This in turn determines the height of

the placement area. The width of the placement area is determinecl by the length of
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Circuit
'

circuit2
biomed
industryl
industry2
industry3

Ce11Deg.
Avn. Std.

3.66
3.23

3.02
3.81
4.27

the longest tow once the c&

1.57
1.06
1.38
1.81
1.54

are pl&

Avn.

3.65
3.66
3.47
3.59
3.00

Net S i e
Std. % < 3 % > 10

3.77
20.89
8.56
10.97
3.23

80.79

4.82
3.48
3.71

85.22
79.36

4.48
0.77

73.57
84.78

-

into the rows. By keepiag the rows equal in

length (which is generally not possible since the celis dififer in widths), the width of the
placement ares is minimized-

Additionai statistics for each circuit are presented in Table 2.2. For each circuit, the
average and standard deviation for the number of nets incident on each c d are presented.

These statistics indicate that very few nets are incident to each c d and that the variation
in the number of incident nets is low. The average and standard deviation for the number

of cells connected to each net are &O presented in Table 2.2. Findy, the number of nets
(expressed as a percentage of the total number of nets) connecting less than or equal to

3 celis and more than 10 ceils are presented. These statistics indicate that a very large
percentage of the nets are short (connected to o d y a few ceb) and very few nets are

long (connected to many cells). Therefore, the circuits are typicaiiy sparse. For several
circuits, namely biomed, indwtryf and indwtry2, the standard deviations for the number

of cells connected to each net are quite large. This indicates that for these test circuits,

the variation in net conneetivity ir large and that some of the long nets are very long.

2.4

Summary

In this chaptet, semi-custom design has been descnbed. Semi-custom design is especidy
relevant to

ASIC and FPGA design, where the circuits may contain many thousands of
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cells. Because of the large number of cells, hand design is not possible and optimal ceIl
placements may only be obtained by accepting excessively large computational efforts.
Severai automated placement heuristics have been proposed and rnay broadly be ciassi-

fied as either constmctive or iterative improvement methods. The classification depends
on the approoch for hding placements. Primariiy, constructive methods éue l e s flexible,
but are capable of producing good placements with Little computational dort. Converseiy, iterative improvement methoàs are highly flexible, and are capable of producing
high quality placements. Udortunately, those iterative imptovement methods capable of

producing high quality placements requitc large computationd time and a o r t .
To Mprove ceii placement, a combination of methods is usenil in order to exploit the
advantages of the different methods. A constructive method is usefd for generating a
good initial placement which is subsequently irnproved using an iterative improvement
method. Given th& the initial placement is good, the computational effort of the iterative
irnprovement method may be reduced by taking into account the quaiity of the initial
placement. Similady, the quality of the final placement is not restricted by the constructive method due to the subsequent iterative improvement. The combination of methods
results in an overail placement heuristic requîring a combination of mathematical programming and circuit partitioning to construct an initial placement. This is followed by
the application of a seardi heuristic to p u t o m the iterative improvement.

In the next chapter, we begin the description of our proposeci constructive method by
introducing the relative placement problem.

Chapter 3

Relative Placement
In this chapter, we consider the relative placement problem. Relative placement involves
determiningthe relative positions of celk thtoughout the placement area while minimiaing
an estimate to the total interconnecting wïre length. in determining the relative ceil

positions, the relative placement problem takes a global v i a of the ceil positions by
considering all celi interconnections simultaneously. This global vien ai& in determinhg
ceil proximities and acljacencies in an initial legal (non-overlapping) placement. Several
simplifications are made when formulathg the relative placement problem in order to
make the resulting problem solvable using an efiîcient aigorithm. For instance, cells
are permitted to overlap and are not restricted in their positionhg provided they C d

within the placement area. Due to these simplifications, the solution of the relative
placement problem does not produce a legal placement by itseif. Relative placement is a
heuristic method intendeci to provide a good 'ïdean of the genetal ceii positions. These
c d positions can be provided to (or used in combination with) other heuristics to remove
c d overlap and to satisfy placement restrictions.

The relative placement ptoblem has been formulateci as a mathematical program, t y p
ically with either linear or quadratic objective (unctions [3,5,20,21,23,25,37,39,38,42,
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491.

The solution methodologies pro@

have varied accoràing to the objective function

used and the constraints indudecl in the formulation. Example solution methodologies
have induded linear programming methods [5,23,49], eigmvector methods [3,20], Iinear
systems methods [25, 371 and various Isgrangian multiplia methods [21,39,38, 421.

In this chapter, we present two reiative placement formulations. The h t formulation
uses s quaciratic objective tùnction whereas the second formulation uses a iinear objective

funetion. Both formulations are subject to a set of iinear coustraints and variable bounds.
Therdore, one formulation may be solved as a Qusdrstic Program (QP) and the other as a
Linear Program (LP).We consider h o formulationssince the d i n i t objective tunetions

imply a Mèrent estimate of nin length and therdore diaerent relative c d placements.
Furthennote, the dinerent formulations result in optimization problans which diner in
the number of unknowns and the number of constraints. Therefore, the potential for
tradeofk in quality of solution versus computational effort may be investigated. Findy,

we consider both formulations since both may be solved using an interior point method
[45] (which is the topic of the next chapter) .

This chapter is organized as foUows. The fonnulations of the relative placement
problem as a QP and a LP are presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectiveiy. In Section

3.3, we present an analysis of the two formulations. We demonstrate the Merences in the
size and stotage requirements for the two formulations. The potential benefits in quality
versus computational effort for each of the formulations is also describeci to iiiustrate why
both fonnulations should be considereà. Finally, a sommary of this chapter is provideci
in Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.1: Quadratic estimate of wire length.

A Quadratic Programming Formulation

3.1
3.1.1

The Objective hnction

Quadratic program formulations are a result of the estimate used for wire length and the
constraints included in the problem formulation [25]. As an estimate of wire length for

net j, we w the sum of the squared distance h m ail pins to the net position, which

is taken as the meaa value of the coordinates of the comected pins. This estimate of
wire

length is ülustrated in Figure 3.1. The resulting estimate of wire length for net j,

denoted by I j , is given by

where Cjdenotes the set of c e h comected to net j , (y,
yi) denotes the position of
c d i, (uj,v j ) represents the location of net j,

and (Cji, rl,)denotes the ofiet for the

pin connecting ceil i to net j. This esthate of wire length b separable in the z and y

directions, and minimuation can be pafomed independently in both directions. The
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foliowing description involva only the zdirection, but extends to the y dilection without
any loss of generali*.

The total estimate of the wire length is given by summing the estimates of wire length
for all the nets. Pufimling this summation and substituthg the coordinates for each
net and the coordinates of ali nxed 110 pads resuits in a total estimate of wire length
(ignoring constant terms) that can be rrritten in m a t e form as

where Q W a symmetric positive d e b i t e matrix (Q
the vector of unlcnown c d positions.

> O),

c

b a cost vector, and x is

This estimate of wire length resuits in a symmetric

positive definite quadratic objective fiction.

3.1.2

The Problem Constraints

We non consider constraints imposed on the c d positions. Although we aiiow c e b to
overlap, we stU indude constraints in the formulation which tend to reduce the amount
of ceii overlap and provide an even distribution of cells throughout the placement area.

We assume that the placement area has been partitioned into disjoint regions, and that
each Etee c

d has baen assigneci to one region (the method for obtaining a partitioning of

the cells is the subject of a subsequent chapter) . The partitioning of the placement area

and the restriction of cells to regions is iliustrated in Figure 3.2.
For each region j, let Rj denote the ceils assigneci to this region. Additionaily, let L

and

Uj denote

the lower and upper boundaries for region j, respectively. Ceiis assigned

to region j are restricted to positions within the region by iiiduding the variable bounds
given by

Lj 5 zi 5 Uj, V i E Ri-

(3.3)
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Figure 3.2: Restriction of c e h to regions.
The consequence of the variable bounds is a reduction in the total amount of ceii overiap
since cells in ciifferent regions are ptevented fiom overlapping with each other.

To improve the distribution of ceUs throughout each tegion, we include IÙst moment
constraints. Let Xi denote the centre of region j. For each region j, ne inciude the
inequaiiQ constraints

where

denote the total area of the cells assignecl to region j and a E (O, 1) is a

parametet inciuded to permit some (smd) amount of flexibiiity on the d u e of the fint
moment for the celle in regian j.

The first moment constraints improve the distribution

of celis within each region by tequiring a bdsncing of c d area throughout the region.

That is, if a c d tends to the le& of a region due to the rninimization of wire length, tben
other c e h within the region wüi be forcecl to the right of the region in order to satigfy
the Rrst moment constraints. The result is a better usage of the area within each region.
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Figure 3.3: Linear estimate of wire length.

The constraints and variable bounds can be expressed in matrix form as

Equations (3.2) and (3.5) result in a QP formulation for the relative placement pmblem.

3.2 A Linear Programming Formulation
3.2.1

The Objective Ptnction

Like quaciratic program formulations, liaear program fomulatious are a r e d t of the wire
length estimate and the constraints included daring the problem formulation [49]. As an

estimate of wire length for each net, we use the half perimeter wire length (HPWL) as
shorn in Figure 3.3. For each net j, n e endose al1 cells connected to net j by a boundânq
ûoz, and intmduce the variables p

h (%, vi) and (Gj, ûj) to denote the upper and L O W ~

limits on the bounding box in the zand y directions, tespectively. The resulting estimate
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of wire length for net j is given by

This estirnate of d

e length is separable in the x and y directions and minimization can

be performed independenfly in both directions. The r a t of the discussion involves ody

the x direction, but extends to the y direction without any loss of generaliw.

The total estimate of the nin iength is given by summing the estimates ofwire length
for all the nets. Perfonnhg this summation resuits in a total estimate of rire length that
can be written in matrix form as

where u and v are vectors representing the net variables (that is, the vectors representing

the upper and lower limits on the bounding boxes for all nets, respectiveiy), x represents
the unknown c d positions, O is the zero vector, and e is a cost vector (equal to elwhere
e denota a vector of ones). This estimate of the total nire length is a hear objective

fimction.

3.2.2

The Problem Constraints

As for the QP formulation, variable bounds and first moment constraints are included in

the LP formulation to M a t e overlap behreen ceUs in dinerent regions and to improve
celi distribution within each region, respectively.
For the QP f o n d a t i o n , nets are considered as points that can be e x p r d directly

in terms of the cell positions (th& b, by equaiity relationships) and therefore eliminated
fiom the probiem. Since the net variables represent only bounds on the surrounding
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bounding b o a s , they cannot be expressed dinctly in t a m s of the c d positions and
cannot be eliminated nMn the LP formulation. The LP formulation requires additional
consttaints to relate the net and ceii positions. The net variables u and v m u t remah
above and below ail pin positions on the cells in the respective nets. This restriction can
be accompiished using inequaliQ constrahts and variable bounds. Consider net j and
its connecteci cells Cj.For each net j, uj is restncted above al1 pins on the ceils in net j

using the inequalities
Uj

2 Z i + Cji, W E Ci.

(3.8)

(Recall that nets connect to pins. For instance, for a net j which connects to a pin
of ceil i, the pin position is zi

+ Cs,where C, is a constant expressed in the circuit

description indicating the o s e t of the pin fiom the center of the c d ) . For free ce&,
these inequalities represent consttaints since the c
d positions are unliown. For fixeci

I f 0 pads, these inequaiities represent variable bounds on the net variables u since the

fixed 1/0pad positions are L~OWXL
By replacing uj with v i and changing the direction
of the inequaüty, similar constraints can be inciuded to restrict vj below aîl cells in net j .

The problem consttaints and variable bounds can be written in matrix form as

Equatioas (3.7) and (3.9) result in a LP formulation for the relative placemat problem.
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3.3

Analysis of the Formulations

Both the QP and LP formulationscan be expresseci as optimization problems in the form
given by
mïnimize cTz

subject to

+~

S ~ Q I

Az 5 b,

(3 -10)

osz<u

where s represents the vector of unlrnowns. When Q # O the QP formulation is implied
whereas when Q = O the LP formulation is implied. This optimization probiem can
be solved in poiynomial-time using the same primal-dual interior point method [45].

It is important to emphasize that the LP formulation is not solved using a quadratic
program solver simply by setting Q = O. The structure (that is, the sequence of steps

and computational tequiternents at each step) of the interior point method is essentialiy
the same regardless of whether or not the optimization problem is a QP or a LP. This
represents one bene& of using the interior point method for solving the relative placement
formulations in that both formulations are essentially solved using the same algocithm,
with only minor dianges required to implement the algorithm.

The question aises as to the advantages and disadvantages of both formulations.

The complexity of the relative placement problem b a hinction of the solution method
used (in our case the interior point method). In tum, the computational cfnciency of

the method ia a function of the number of mathematical operations required during the

solution method. It is therefore useful to consider the optimisation problem sises and
storage requitements for both formulations.
Let p represent the number of pins in the circuit, n the number of nets, c the number
of cells, and t the number of regions into which the plaanent area has been partitioned.

When considering the optimization problem sises and storage requirements, the quantities
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of interest a e the number of variables and constraints, and the number of nonzeras in
any matrices required in the formulation.

For the QP formulation the number of variables qu&
equ&

2t.

c and the number ofconstraints

The number of nomeros in the constraint mat& A (due to the fust moment

constraints) b 2c since each c d is invo1ved in oniy 2 constraints. Consider next the mat&
Q.

If we consider one net c o ~ e c t i n gq cells, then we fhd that the quadratic estimate

of wire length causes a q x q dense block oi nonzero entries (a clique) to appear in Q.
Therdore, in the worst-case, where n e k d a net connecting every c d , the matrix Q WU
be t o t d y dense and reqaire storage for cf nonzero entries. Considering both matrices Q

and A, the storage requirements for the QP formulation an 2 + 2c. We note, however,
that for typical circuits the nonzero entries in Q is much lower than 2 due to the sparsity
of the circuit (the circuit ststistics presented in Chapter 2 suppott this observation).

For the L P formulation the resulting number of variables is equal to c

+ 2n due to

the inclusion of the net variables within the formulation. For each pin, t a o constraints
are required to represent the bounding box reiationships. Therefore, the total number of

bounding box constraints in 2p. Includuig the first moment constraints, the total number
of constraints for the LP formulation is 2p

+ Zr.

Since the matrix Q does not appear in

the LP formulation, it is necessary to consider ody the constraint matrix A. For each
bounding box constraint, two nomeros are introduced, resulting in a total of 4p nonzero

+

entries. Considering the firat moment comtraints, this impiies a total of 4p 2c nomeros

in A.

The QP formulation resuits in optimization problems which have substantiaiiy fewer
variables and constraints than the LP formulation. Cornparision of the storage require
ments is slightly more difficult since the storage requirements for the QP formulation can

only be bounded and not calculateci explicitly. Aithough it appears that the QP fonnulation requires more storage (due to the quadratic term

t?),

in practical situations the
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storage requirements for the QP formuiation are l e s than the LP formulation. This o b
servation is highlighted in the next chapter, when we introduce the interior point method

and solve several rdative placement problems using both fomdations. We briefly note
that the optirniration ptoblem sbes and storage requinments for the LP formulation may
be reduced somewhat by applyhg standard &P preprocessing techniques [16]whereas the

QP formulation does not bene& from preprocessing due to the nature of the first moment
constraints,

The analpis just presented, dong with the empiical nsults presmted in the next
chapter for storage requirements, indicate that QP formulation is prefetable to the LP
formulation: It resdts in smder optimization problems tequiring l e s storage which
implies lower computational efforts. However, the LP formulation cannot be ignored.
Empiricai investigations have shown that linear objective fimctions may produce better

piacements in terms of wire length than quadratic objective huictions [37]. Quaciratic
objective h c t i o n s over cmphasize the minimiaation of long nets (nets comecting many
ce&)

a t the expense of short nets (nets connecting fea cells), whereas linear objective

huictions consider di nets equaliy during the minimiaation of the wire length. F'urthermore, Iinear objective functioiur better approximate the actud wiring strategies used to
connect cells during the actual routing of the circuit. Therefore, the L P formulation offus
the possibility of better h a 1placements at the expense of increased computational efFort.

We consider the LP formulation for this reason and to faaliate an investigation of the
t r a c i d in computational effort versus quality of solution for ciiftetent relative placement

formulations.

In t h chapter, the relative placement problem h a been formulatecl as both a quadratic
program and as a ünear progam. The formulation was shorn t o depend on the esti-

mate of nin length. In terms of the d t i n g optimization problem sises and storage
requirements, the QP fotmuiation is prefkrable to the LP formulation. Less variables and

constraints are requird for the QP formulation. Additiondy, for practicai circuits the
storage requirements are lower for the QP formulation. The smaiier problem sizes for the

QP formulation were shown to be a conseguence ofrepresenting the nets as points. When
represented as points, the net variables can be expressed in temis of the c d positions and
eliminated kom the formulation. The elimination of the net variables was not possible
for the L P formulation.

The optimization problem sizes and storage requirments do not necessady make
the LP formulation unat tract ive. Empirïcal cesuits by other researchers have inàicate
that the LP fomuiation rnay resdt in better h a 1 placements [37]. This improvement
in quality stems fiom the observation that the LP formulation considers al1 nets equdy

during the minimiration of nire Iength and bet ter represents the wiring strategies actudy

used when routing a circuit. The result is tao dinerent relative placement formulations,
each with advantages

and disadvantages. By considering both formulations, the tradeoff

in quality venrus computational &ort may be investigated.

In the nurt chapter, we consider an interior point method as an efficient solution
methodologp for both the QP and LP formulations prcsented in this chapter.

Chapter 4

An Interior Point Met hod for

Relative Placement
In thW chapter, we consider a primai-dual interior point method [31,45, 461 suitable for
solving both the QP and LP relative placement formulations. We consider an interior
point method for severai reasons: (i) it ha9 a worst-case polynomial-time complexity, (ü)

it is simple to implement, and (3it
)exhibits dective solution times on large and sparse

optimization problems. These characteristics make an interior point method attractive
since the relative placement f o d a tions result in large and sparse optimizationproblems.

As previosly iilustrated in Chapter 3, the QP and LP f o d a t i o n s presented are
simiiar to those used by other researchers. However, the interior point method represents
a different solution methodology than those previously p r o p d . For instance, previous

LP formulations [23, 491 used sirnplex-based approaches [30] to obtain a solution (Although, more recently, a primai-dud interior point method speafically for solving an

LP formulation has b e n proposeci [5]). Computationaîiy, the interior point method was
demonstrated to be superior to the s i m p l a - b d approaches. For the QP formulation,
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various solution methodologies have been p r o p d and rely on the constrainb imposed
on the problem. For wke length minimisation, linear systms approaches have been
used [25, 371. Honever, these approaches are highly dependent on the structure of the

consttaïnts induded in the problcm formulation. Similady, 0th- QP approaches, such
as eigenvector approaches [3, 201, a b rely heaviiy on the formulation. When these a p

proaches are used, carefd consideration must be given when adding constraints h t o the
formulation. Therefore, an interior point method suitable for the QP formulation offers
more flexibility than the aforementiond linear system and eigenvector approaches. Other
more flexible approaches for QP formulations have been based on Lagrangian multipliers
[21,39,38,42], where convex (and sometimes non-diaerentiable) constraints bave been in-

d u d d into the formulation for various reasons (specificdly, for inclusion of performance
driven criteria). In the context of previously proposed approsches, the interior point
method offérs computationai efficiency when comparecl to other methods (for instance,
simplex-based approaches). In many cases, the interior point method allows sdditional
constraintr to be included into the formulation (specifically linear equality/inequality
constraints and/or variable bounds) without afkcting the solution methodology. Eiuthetmore, the same interior point method is sdicient for both QP and LP formuiations.
Although the QP and LP formulations do not indude performance driven constrauits
[23, 391 as presented, the iaterior point method is easily extensible to hanâie the indusion of pertonnance constraints used by many other researchers. Therdote, ne consider
the interior point method to be an efficient and more efteetive approach than rnauy of
those previowly proposeci. Additionally, it appeam to be extensible to more difficult
formulations.

This chaptet is organiEed as foliows. In Section 4.1, we desuibe the basic idea b e
hhd o u primal-dual interior point method for salving the QP and LP relative placement
formulationsas previous describeci in Chapter 3. We dernonstrate that the main computa-
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tiond barden of the interior point methoci is the solution of a sequence of large and sparse
symmetricindefinite systems of linear equations. Therefore, in practical implementations
efficient solution techniques for these systems of equations ate required. In Section 4.2,
we describe direct and iterative m e t h d for s01ving these systems of equations. Iterative
methods require more consideration than direct methods when implemented. Spdcaily,
consideration is given to the generation of an effective pmconditioning matriz when using an iterative method. Generation of a preconditioning mat*

using established drop

tolerance techniques is describecl in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, numerical results are
presented to demonstrate several aspects of the QP and LP relative placement formulations- The ciifferences in the problem sizes and storage requirements for the QP and LP
formulations are presented. These resdts cab the observations made previously in
Chapter 3, namely that the QP results in smaller problem sises and require less storage
t han the L P formulation. Additionally, the QP formulation is solved mon efficiently t han

the LP fondation. Finally, the potential benefits of iterative versus direct methods for
solvllig the systems of equations arising durhg the intenor point method are illustrateci.

A summary of this chapter is provided in Section 4.5.

4.1 A Primai-Dual Interior Point Method
AS previously demonstrated, both relative placement formulations can be expressxi in
the fonn of the prima1 problem

minimise

subject to

1 TQX
cTx+ 5%

Ax + p = b,
x+s

=

11,

X,&P

i

09
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which bas the d a t e d duai problem

where Q W an n x n symmetric semi-definite mattu (Q 2 O), A is an m x n constraint
matrix, c and u are n-vectors, b is an m-vector, and x is an n-vector of unknowns. For

this phal-dual pair of problems, Q

# O implies the QP formulation whereas Q = O

implies the LP fornidation of the relative placement problem.

The primal-duai interior point method is derived by applying a logarithmic barrier
huiction to either (or both) the prima1 or dual problems in order to eliminate the nonnegativity constraints. Assirming a solution that satisfies

is providecl, the fùst order conditions for simultaneousoptimality for the primai and dud
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barnet ptablems are:

where e denotes a vector of ones, and p

>

O is the penalty parameter for the loga-

rithmic barrier problems. The f b t two equations represent primai feasibility and the

following three equations represent dual feasibility. The final three equations represent
the p-coxnplementacity conditions, and in these equations an upper case letter denotes a
diagond matrix with components of the corresponding lower case vector on its diagonal.

Assuming an initial solution satisfying (4.3) is provided, one step of Newton's method
is used to to find a solution doser the solution of the fmt otder optimality conditions.

This new solution becornes the current solution and the penalty parameter p is reduced
approprîately. This procedure is continued until p is sufficiently close to zero. When p

is reduced sufficiently, it foiiows nom the h t order optimality conditions that the nnal
solution is both prima1 feasible, dual feasible, and optimal for the primal-dud pair of
problems in (4.1)-(4.2).

The primal-dud algorithm ir thetdore an iteratioe procedure where each iteration
rquires application of Newton's method to detertnine a search direction for updating the
solution. To detemiine the search direction, Newton's method requires the solution of the

augmenteci equations (the derivation of this system of equations is provided in Appendix
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The matrices E and F are symmetric positive defiaite matrices, [si,ci2]* represents the
search direction, and [Ci, &lT

is some right-band side vector. This system of equations is

sparse, symmetric and indennite.

The sparsity pattern of E is identical to the sparsity

pattern of Q when Q # O, otherwise it is diagonal- In both cases, F is diagonal. The
solution of the augmented equations representts the main computationd burden of each
iteration of an interior point method. Efficient solution techniques for the augmented
equations are required for eeicient implementations of an intenor point method. Eùrther
details regarding interior point methods, induchg methods for reducing the penalty
parameter, termination aiteria, and so forth can be found in [45].

4.2

Solving the Augmented Equations

Since eaeh iteration of the intetior point method is dominateci by the solution of the
augmented equations, it is necessary to consider &&nt

rnethods for their solution. We

brïefly note that it is not n e c m to work with the augmented equations directly. We
can either eiiminate SI fiom (4.5) and solve the reduced system of equations

for s2, or eliminate 12 and solve the reduceà system of equations
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for SI. Both of these reduced systems of equations are symmetric and positivedefinite,

and can be rolved nsing any appropnate direct or iterative method [19]. In many cases,
the reduced systems of equations s d e r more Hl than the augmmted equations during a
mat*

factorization. Moreover, it is necessary to explicitly form the reduced systems of

equations, If one uses the teducd system of equations in (4.6), it is necessary calculate
the inverse of E wbich may not be easy when it has a non-diagonal sparsity pattern. If
one uses the reduced system of equations in ( 4 4 , the resuiting matrix has a sparsity
pattern identical to that of A ~ A For
. the relative placement problem, this matrix is vety
dense (totaily dense at the beginning of the dgonthm) since the fist moment constraints
become dense columns in the matrut A ~ .
Herne, ne pr&r to work directly with the

augmented equations.

4.2.1

Direct Methods

Typicaiiy, the augmented equations are solved using direct factorizatioas. Since the
system is symmetric indehite, a Bunch-Parlett factorization [4] has been advocated [IO].

Although such a factorization is guaranteed to &t

and is stable, the pivot order cannot

be computed a priori, since the pivot choice is based on numericd values. Thus, the

disadvantage of a Bunch-Parlett factorization is the large overhead required to implement
the approach. Recently, it has been shown [44, 461 that an appropriate seiection of an a
priori pivot ordet is possible such that an L D L ~factorization of the augmented equations
exists. In this cape, D remains diagonal and non-singuiar, but contains both positive and

negative d u e s on its diagonal. Moveover, since the matrix K is quasi-definite [44], the

LDL* factorization exists under any symmetric pettubation. An ordering scheme such
as minimum degree ordering [13]may be usecl to reduce the fili which occuro during the

factorization ptocess.
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4.2.2

Iterative Methods

Generdy, direct fcttorizations tend to @om

well on s m d problems, or larger prob

lems w i c h do not incur large amounts offiüduring the factorhation. For large problems,
and for those where fül becomes substantiai, it is necessary to consider iterative methods.

Iterative methods offer several potential bcnefits vnsug direct methods, nsmely that storage requirements are typicdy lower than for direct methoüs and solution times are often

lower (due to the inexact nature of the resulting solution). However, one disadvantage of

iterative methods is the fdwe to converge to an accurate solution.

An important aspect of an iterative method is the abiiity to determine a preconditioning matrix that dosely approximata the original mat&.

That is, we want to compute

an approximate L D L ~f~torizationsuch that

where

R is an error matrix. The approximate factorization should be easier to compute

and require less storage space than a direct factorization of K. Good preconditioners

tend to significantb reduce the iteration counts for iterative solvers. For interior point
methods and the augmented equations, iterative solvers have not been widely applied.

SYMMLQ [33] has been proposed for wlNig the augmented equations arising at each
iteration of an interior point method [14]. In this work, several methods for generating
preconditioners n u e proposed. However, in aü cases the preconditioners were formed
by us*

a Bunch-Parlett factorization on a simpler mat& which d d y approximated

the original matrix. A positive definite preconditioner (a positive definite preconditioner

is required by SYMMLQ) ras then obtained by replacing the eigenvaiues of the BunchParlett factorization with their absolute d u e s . Cevel of fiii precondioners [6] have aiso

been p m p d for solving the augmentecl equations at each iteration of an interior point
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method designed specifically for linear programs [SI. In [5], rather than using SYMMLQ,
the iterative solver BiCGSTAB [43] ir proposed. The advantage of BiCGSTAB is that
a positive ddinite preconditioner is not requind, since

BiCGSTAB is designed for non-

symmetnc mattices.
Motivated by the a priori ordcriirgs and L D L ~fwtorizations introduced in [44, 461,
we consider guierating incomplete L D L ~factorisations directly fiom the original quasi-

definite matrix without resotting to a complete Bunch-Parlett factorization on a matrix
approximation. We consider generating preconditioners by retaining (or rejecting) entries
in L b

d on numerical d u e s . Preconditioners generated in this manner are teferred

t o as drop tolenznce preconditioners [6] and tend to yieid more accurate approximations
than those bared on level of

a.Eiuthermore, the preconditioning technique is applicable

for the augmented equations arising for both QP and LP optimization ptoblems. As an
iterative solver, ne follow the approach in [5] and use BiCGSTAB since a positive definite
preconditioner is not required.

One important issue which must be sddressed is the existence of an incomplete L D L ~
fmorization. That is, zero pivots must be avoided due to the dropping of terms during
the factorization process since zero pivots result in failtue of the method. We illustrate
how this issue may be resolved in the next section.

4.3

Drop Tolerance Preconditioning

We non consider incomplete factorisations of the augmented equatim based on &op
tolerance techniques, as weii as techniques for avoiding zero pivots during the incomplete
fxtorization. h a i l n e are interested in computing an approximate L D L ~factorization
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of the augmented equations such that

where R is an error matrix. Drop tolerance preconditioning refers to the retention (or
rejection) of nonzero entries in the approxirnate f'torization b

d on their numerical

value. At the p t h stage of the elimination process, the entire column p of L is caiculated.

If any entry in column p is smaü compated to the current diagonal entties it is dropped,
otherwise it is kept. That is, entrp

where $p and

a

is dropped if

qj are the current diagonal entri-

of the Rlimination, and

é

in the matrix D at the pth stage

is a smaii positive number. For interior point methods, where

the augmented equations change at each iteration, it is necessary to update the data

structures for &op tolerance preconditioning at each iteration. However, due to the
increased spsnrity of the incomplete faetorization, some of the additional dort to update

the data structures is hopefiilly offset by the reduced factorization tirne.
4.3.1

The Augmented Equations and Zero P h t s

Positive D a t e Matrices

We briefly consider the case when the m a t h K is symmetric positive definite. One
difIFiculty that may be encountered when grnerathg an incomplete LDL* factorization

for a positive definite matrix b the loss of positive definitencss due to the dropping of
ternis. A positive definite preconditioner is repuireci, since for symmetric positive definite
syststems the

preconditioned conjugate gradient aigorithm is the iterative solver of choice
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[19],and this aigonthm requites a positive definite preconditioner.
Fortunatdy, for positive defiaite systems, it is possible to guarantee the preconditioner
remains positive definite by adding fiactions of the absolute values of dropped terms to

the âiagonab of D during the incomplete fsctorization [l]. Let

% dmote the mtry

wbich is being dropped Crom column p of the incomplete factorisation and introduce the

By modifying these diagonal entries according to the d e
@
P t flm+cpp

and

qjt q j + c j j l

(4.12)

the incomplete factorization w i l l remaîn positive definite. Although promising, it ha9
been observeci that when many terms are dropped, the amount added to the diagonals
is o

h an overestimation of the amount actually required to ensure positive definiteness

[6], leading to an increase in the iteration count of the iterative solver. A more heuristic

approach that performs weli in practice is to simply abort the factorization process when

a negative or zero pivot is encountered, ocale the diagonal elements and re-attempt to
compute the ineomplete factorization using the scaied mat& [6].

Quasi-Dehite Matrices
We now consider the case when K k a quasi-dehite matrix. It should be observed that
the mat& D contains exactly n negative entries and m positive entries (when E is an

n x n matrix and F is an m x na matrix) . For an incompete LDI? fsftorization, we show
that the rame ptoperty can be guaranteed, implying that no zero pivots occur during the

f'torization process. To do solwe requin the foliowing assumption.
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Assumption 4.1 For a ~yrnrnet~c
positive definite mat&, zem and negatiue pivots cun
be avmded by modiIying the diagonui elernents during an incornplete factontation. h r -

thennom, the multing incomplete factorüation ml1 & psitiw definite.

We note that this assumption is trivial fiom the discussion of positive definite matrices
in the ptevious section. We now consider the case of a quasi-definite matrix.

Proposition 4.1 F m a quosfdefirite matriz, zen,pivots a n & avoided by appmpnate
modification of the dicgonal elements during an incomp(ete factmixation.

Proof Consider the elimination of the &st column of a quasi-definite matrix K during
a direct LDL* fxtorization.

The resdt is as follows:

If we consider the Iowa diagonal submatrix F +aiaf/el, any terms in the tank 1 update
al aT/el can be dropped with the resulting submatrix remaining positive d e f i t e since F is
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positive definite. Consider the upper diagond submatnx (ignoring the negative sign) E2+
e&/ei.

Since this submatrùr is positive defmîte, pesforming diagonal modifications will

keep final incomplete fhctorisation positive definite. Fiialiy, any terms in the submatrù

Az- aleg/el can be dropped nithout jeopardizing the incomplete factorization.
The r d t of the incomplete eümination is that the lower rigbt submatrix temains
quasi-definite. Thus, by induction, the elidnation process can be continuecl fot the first
n columns without encountuing zero pivots. The last rn steps of the factotization require

an incomplete faetorization of a positive definite matrix (namely F updated by a =ries

of rank 1 updates).

This incomplete faetorïzation can &O proceed successfdly using

diagonal modifications.

4.4

Numerical Results

We now consider the efktiveness of the interior point method for solving the QP and
L P relative placement formulations. The intention is to austrate several difEerences in
the two relative placement formulations, namely the resulting optimization problem sizes

and the storage requirements. Computationai times are also presented to demonstrate
the reduced computational effort required when the QP formulation is used rather than

the LP formulation. Finaily, the benefits of using an iterative versus a direct method for
solving the augmenteci equations are illustrateci.

In producing the results, the foliowing settings were useâ for the interior point method.
In all cases, the interior point method r a s terminated when the prima1 and dual feasib'iity n o m droppcd below the threshold of IO-'

and when more than 2 significant digits

of agreement were obtained between the prima1 and dual objective tunction dues. Although these settings are not stringent (when compated to typical setting used on other
types of optimisation problems [45]), experimentation showed tbey were more than ac-
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Raas
Circuit1
Circuit2

2
2

Biomed

2
2

Industryl
hdustry2
Industry3

LP Form.

QP F O ~ .

Circuit

2
2

Cols
833
3014
6417

nz(K)

11313
45468
66687
31357

Rows
5422

18733
28776
13067
2271
12142 158720 69749
15059 212225 124342

Cols
2769
9096
17609
7157
38124
58723

nz(K)

33203
114809
187149

81568
435429
740661

Table 4.1: Probiem sizes and storage requirements for relative placement formulations.
ceptable for the relative placement problem (more stringent settings did not change the
resulting ceil positions signikantly). For the iterative method, the following settings
were use& The &op tolerance was initially set to 105 and the BiCGSTAB iterations
were terminatecl when (i) the residual error dropped below 10-6 or (5) when more than
100 iterations were required. In the cases where more than 100 iterations were required,

the iterative solver was considered to have failed. However, rathet than stopping the
entire dgorithm, the &op tolerance was reduced by a factor of 10, resulting in a more
accurate preconditioner (fewer dropped terms), and the iterative solver was re-exauted.

This technique guaranteed convergence of the iterative method since reduction of the
drop tolerance wodd eventudy resdt in a direct fadorization (if required). Failwe of
the iterative method was not considered acceptable for the d a t i v e placement problem,

and t h d o r e convergence was consideteci necessary regardles of the cost.

In Table 4.1, the optimization problem sizes are shown for the QP and LP relative
placement formulations with the entire placement m a taken as the only region. The

number of variables, comtraints and nomeros in the augmenteci equations are shown in
Table 4.1. As expected, the resuits presented in Table 4.1 indicate that the QP formulation results in optimisation problems with significantly fewet variables and constraints
than the equivalent LP formulation. In addition, the nonzems in the matrix K (which
measutes the number of nonsetos in Q and

A, since K is composed from these

h o
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Dir. MethnzlL)
The

Iter. Meth.
nAL) Time

Imp. (Iter/D&)
nz(L) T h e

Table 4.2: Relative placement results for the QP f o r d a t i o n .
matrices) indicates that the QP requires less storage space than the equivaient LP formulation. These observations comfirm the predictions made previously in Chaptet 3 about
the ciifterences in the two relative placement formulations.
The perfiormance of the interior point method for wlving the

QP relative placement

formulation is iiiustrated in Table 4.2. In Table 4.2, we present the number of nomeros
in the mat*

fsctociaation L and the total computational tirne required to solve the

QP relative placement formulation. These statistics are presented when both direct and
iterative methods are used to solve the augmenteci equations. For the iterative method,
the number of nomeros in L presentted in Table 4.2 represents the maximum number

of nonzeros required over al1 interior point iterations. These resuits indicate that the
iterative method t y p i d y requUes significantly less storage (aiways leas than 50 percent)
for the mat& faftorization when compareci to the direct method. The computational
times are not as good. In several cases, the direct m e t h d out perfoms the iterative

method in terms of computational effort. However,for the larger circuits industy2 and
indwtry3, the presented resuits favour the iterative method.

In Table 4.3, the same statistics are presented to illustrate the performance of the
interior point method for solving the LP fomulation of the relative placement problem.

Once again, the iterative method requires less storage space than the direct method,
although the savings (upressed as the ratio) are not as signincant as for the QP formu-
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Circuit
Ckcuitl
Cicuit2
Biomed
Industryl
hdustry2
Industry3

Dit. Meth.
nz(L)
Time
42396
23.89
225524 256-11
175570 548.74
94831 109.69
690201 2706.33
2377871 4243.13

Iter, Meth.
nz(L)
Time
27078
120604

155847
74129
398046
776025

53.13
275.76
507.08
265.27
1603.32
2037.17

Imp. (Itu/Dir)

nz(L)
0.64
O .53
0.89
0.78
0.58
0.33

Time
2.22
1.07
0.92

2.42
0.59
0.48

Table 4.3: Relative placement results for the LP formulation.
lation. For the LP formulations, the direct method is preferable to the iterative method
in several situations (namely the s m d e r problems circuit1 and induphyl) when compu-

tationai d o r t is considered. However, for the larger problems (especially for the largest
circuits industry2 and indu&@), where savings in computationd sort are m a t crucial,

the iterative method is preferable.
Rom both Tables 4.2 and 4.3, we make several observations to compare the QP and

LP formulations. In ail cases, the QP formulation requires less storage and exhibits lower
solution times than the LP formulation. This is significant, since it is necessary to solve a
sequence of d a t i v e placement problems during the constructive phase of the placement
heuristic. However, no statements regardhg the quality of the final placements can be
made since the solution to the relative placement problem is not sufncient for creating a
Legal placement. Therefore, it is not necessatily feasible to ignore the LP formulation a t

this point.

4.5

Summary

In this chapter, a primal-dual interior point method suitable for solving the relative place-

ment formulations previously describecl in Chapter 3 has been presented. The computational burden of the interior point method was shown to be the solution of the augmenteci
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equations which arise a t each iteratïon of the interior point method. Both direct and iterative methods were describeci for so1ving the augmented equations. Iterative methods
require the grneration of a good preconditioning mat*

Preconditioning using drop tol-

erance techniques have been describeci, and a method for avoiding zero pivots based on
modiiying diagonal elements during the +pletc

factorbation was presented.

Numerical results on our set of test circuits indicate that the QP relative placement
formulation results in smaller optimization problems tequiring Iess storage space than
the equivalent LP formuiation. Moreover, regatdless of the method used to solve the

augmented equations, the QP formulation was solved with less computational effort than
the equivalent LP formulation of the relative placement problem.

Numerical results alsa indicated that iterative methods require significantly less storage space than

direct methods for solving the augmented equations. The performance

of the iterative method was l e s definitive in terms of computational d o r t (when corn-

pared to the buiefits in the storage requirements). In severai cases the direct method was

prdkrable to the iterative method. Bowever, for the larger test circuits, which result in

larger optimization problems and consume a significant amount of computational effort
to solve, the iterative method was preferable. Therefore, we consider the application of

the iterative method a promising approach.
Although the numericd results presented in this chapter favour the QP formulation,
it is not sufncient to ignore the LP formulation. No statements regarding the quality of

the placement were made in this chapter since a single d a t i v e placement is not s d c i e n t
for the generation of s legal placement. Therefore, the LP formulation must stilI be

considered to invesigate any potential tradeofi in quality versus speed. In the following
chapters, n e continue with a description of the remaining components of the constructive
placement method to further explore the QP and LP dative placement formulations, as

well as the overall constructive placement method itself.

Chapter 5

Partitioning the Placement Area
In Chapter 3, the relative placement problem was fonnulated under the assumption that
the placement area had bem divided into a number of disjoint regions and each free c d

codd oniy be positioned within one of these regions. These assumptions lead to a set of
inequality constraints involving the ceU positions and variables bounds on the acceptable
c d positions.

Several relative placements for càmuitl an presented in Figures 5.l(a)-(c) to iilustrate
the necessity of dividing the piscement area and the ceils (the relative placements were

obtained using the QP formulation in all cases. Sirniiar results are obtained with the L P
relative piacement f o d a t i o n ) . Figure 5.1(a) illustrates the relative placement obtained
when c e b were only requUed to be positioned withh the placement area (that is, the
placement area was "dividedninto one region). Although cella are ailowed to f d anywhete
nithin the placement area, thue is a tendency for the ceiis to group towatds the middle
of the region. The grouping of c e h is a result of the minimjzation of wire length which
naturdy pulls connecteci ceils togethet. The resdt is substantial celi overlap and poor
utilisation of the availabb placement area. In Figure 5.1(a), the movement of some cells
away fiom the middle of the region is due to connections to the fixeci 1/0pads located
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(a) Typical relative placement with one region.

(b) Typicai relative placement with eight regions.

(c) Typical relative placement wîth

> 100 regions.

Figure 5.1: Exampies of relative placements.
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around the perhiphery of the placement area (whichpull connecteci cells outward) and the
first moment constraints (which balance ceIis throughout the region).

The ceIl positions

provided by solution of a single reiative placement problem are not sufEcient for the
creation of a legal placement since c e b are not necessarily neat to their ha1 positions.
Fi-

5.l(b) iiiustrates the relative placement obtained when the placement ana is

divided iato eight regiom. Cieatly, area utilization is improvd and the cells are distnbuted more evenly throughout the placement atea. Overlap is prevented far c&
assigned to cliffient regions. Although cells stiU group together, there is more movement

outward due to the I/O pads, the h t moment constraints, and extemal connections to
cells within 0th- regions. Finally, the relative placement obtained when the placement

area is divided into more than 100 regions is illustrated in Figure S.l(c). Area utiüzation
is very good and the cells are distributed eveniy throughout the entire placement area.

CeU overlap is irlso substantially lower. The ce11 positions obtained after division of the
placement area into many regions are usef" for determining good cell positions in an
initial legal placement. Hence, it is necessary to have a progression of d a t i v e placements, starting trom Figure 5.l(a), passing through the r d t shown in Figure 5.l(b),

and tenninating with the result s h o w in Figure 5.l(c). Obvioiuly, the computational
effort required to solve a sequence of relative placement problems (and obtain a relative
placement similar to that iliustrated in Figure 5.l(c)) is larget than that required to solve
only a single relative placement problem. However, as we have illustrated, the additional
computational effort is justüied since it provides more asaul (better) information for creating initiai placements.

The necessity of dividing the placement area in order to obtain

"usefui" relative cell positions has been obcserved by many tesearcbers 0 3 , 25, 371.
To divide the placement area and the celh in an intelligent manner, n e introduce the
concept of c i n u i t prtitioning [2, 3, 341. In general terms, circuit partitionhg involves

dividing the celis of a circuit into a small number of disjoint blodrs w l d e minimising a

@)
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d&ed rneasure of connectivity behreen c& within Mirent blocks. In other words, partitioning attempts to divide the circuit into reiativdy independent pieces. In the context
of circuit placement, partitioning the c&

within the placement area corresponds to di-

viding the c e b into disjoint regions where each region has an underiyhg hPo-dimensionai
geometry. T h d o r e , circuit partitioning accomplishes several objectives, namely (i) overIap between c e b within different regions is prevented and

area utilkation is improved

by forcing cells into less utilized portions of the phcement area. Ë'uthermore, these o b
jectives are accompiished in an intelligent mamer since circuit partitioning natuaiiy
minimizes the connections between cells in difièrent regions implying tbat wire Iengths

niil be kept short (since nets wiU require riring c e b aithin ody one or a few nearby
adjacent regions) .

This chapter is organized as foilows. In Section 5.1, ne d d b e circuit partitioning in
greater detail. Its application in the context of c d placement is also describeci to illustrate

how the two-dimensional properties of the placement area are taken into account. Our
propoaed approach for introducing circuit partitioning into the constructive method for

circuit placement is described in Section 5.2. The relationship and interaction of the
relative placement and circuit parti tioning problems is also described. The intention is
to illustrate how a progression of relative placements, such zm those previousty iliustrated
in Figures 5.l(a)-(c), are obtained. Termination criteria for the relative placement and
partitioning problems is also desaibed. Finally, a summary is provideci in Section 5.3.

5.1
S. 1.1

Circuit Partitionhg
General Description

Circuit partitioning can be described as follows. Assume that we ate given a set of c celis
interconnecteci by n nets. It is assumeci that each net cornets to two or more ceUs. The

block 1

block 2

block k

Figure 5.2: Illustration of circuit partitioning.
objective in circuit partitionhg is to divide the cells into a s m d number of disjoint sets
of cells denoted by Bi,
cds

B2, - -,Bk while minimizing a measure of connectivity between

located in différent blocks. This is illustrated in Figure 5.2. Circuit partitioning

arises in many applications other than VLSI design. For instance, partitioning natwally
atises

in any application where it is desireable to divide a set of interconnected items

into a smail number of relativeiy independent blocks. Examples of such applications are
mandixturing, paraliei algorithms, and so forth [34].

Circuit partitioning is known to be NP-hard [12],and it is therefore necessary to resort
to partitioning heuristics to obtain near optimal partitions in reasonable tirne. Partitionh g heuristics may be broadly dassiiied as either constructive or iterative improvement

methods. Constructive methods generate partitions directly fiom the circuit description.
Typicd methods are baseci on spectral approaches [3] or nehrork algofithms [47]. These
methods are generdy computationdy efkient and produce "globalif

good partitions

since the partitions are obtained ditectly trom the circuit description and ali intercon-

nect ions are considered simultaneously. Therefore, the resulting partitions tend t O have
cells placed into the correct blocks. However, due to various approximations required to
implement these heuristics, the partitions are not generaily globally optimal.
[terat ive improvement methoàs, unlüre their constructive counterparts, obtain a parti-
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tion of celis by attempting to improve on an initiai partition. Typically, iterative improvc
ment methods for circuit partitioning are based on ceii intexchange heuristics [2,24,34,35]

which attempt to find an improved partition by moving ceils fiom one block to another
blodt- The advantage of ceil interchange heuristics is theu &&nt

împlementations.

Bowever, ceii interchange heuristics are local in nature and tend to get trapped into a
localiy optimal partition, often far nom a globally optimal partition. Several àBerent

techniques are used to avoid localiy minimal partitions. m e n , c d interchange heuristics
are pedormeà fiom multiple random initial partitions with the best result selected as the
final partition [l?].Meta-heuristics, such as Tabu S e a d [15], have a h been proposed
as a means of guiding ceil interchange heuristics out of Iocaiîy optimal partitions [2].

Another technique is to start with a single (or a few) good initial partitions produced by
a constructive method [2]. Since the initial partitions are globaliy good, cell interchanges
on a single (or a few) good initial psrtitions tend to avoid Iocaily minimal partitions

[2,17]. Two-phased partitioning heuristics are also used. in these approaches, the circuit
is initially clusterad (condensed) into a smdet circuit. Partitioning is appüed to the

condensed circuit h m a few random initial partitions. Subsequently, the initiai results

from the firat phase of partitioning are flattened and used as the initial partitions for c d
interchanges on the original circuit. Finaliy, it is possible to combine aii of these tech-

niques, whem good initial partitions are created, but enhancecl search heuristics are stiU
applied to guide the c d intuchange heuristic out of locdy minimal partitions. Extensive

investigations of these techniques have been done [2].

5.1.2

Partitioning and Placement

In the context of c d placement, whexe partitioning b used to divide the placement area,
each block of a partition is associateci with an underlying region of a s p d e d geometry.
Therefore, it is necessary to consider the underlying placement geometry when using
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(a) Sequentid bisection of the placement area.

sirnultancousCuls

(b) Quadsection of the placement ana.

Figure 5.3: Methods for partitioning the placement area.
partitioning for the division of the placement area and the cells.
Previous approaches to partitioning a twdiniemional placement area have relieci on
two-way circuit partitioning (bisection) 18, 25, 371. In this approach, each ngion of the

placement area is divided into two halves of nearly equal size by first partitioning the
cells into two blocks and subsequently applyîng a cut in either the x or the y direction.

At subsequent iterations, the cuts altemate in the z and y directions. This approach is
illustrateci in Figure 5.3(a). In pedotDUIlg the biseetioning, the measure of comectivitJ
is taken as the number of eut nets, where a net is considered to be cut if it c o ~ e c t cells
s

in Werent blocks (crosses the cut line).
Biseetion s d e r s fiom the disadvantage that it takes a one-dimensional view of the
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Figure 5.4: Accountiag for dSerent mesures of connectivityproblem since only one cut in either the z or the y direction is introduced ot each stage.
Since c d placement is inherently two-dimensional, four-way pactitioning (quadsection)

has been proposed [40] and is ülustrated in Figure 5.3(b). Rather than applying the cuts
in the x and y directions at separate iterations, all cuts are appiied simultaneuousiy. The

result is a division of any area into four regions simultaneously. AIthough quadsection
can be accomplished by applying several stages of bisectioning, it has been demonstrateci
[2, 17, 34, 35,401 that quadsection gives better results than multiple bisections when four

blocks are requind. This is true for the general circuit partitioning problem wheze there
is no underlying geometry and in the context of division of a placement area- Moreover, in

addition to improving the quatiity of the partitions, quadsection also reduces the number
of partitioning steps since the division of ceils into disjoint blodcs in accomplished in a
mon timely manna. This is important fiom a computational aspect, since reducing the
number of partitioning steps reduces the total computationai effort.

A difEcuity with four-way partitioning of a placement area is that it is no longer
sufllcient to minimize the number of cut nets.

This is illustrated in Figure 5.4 where

several examples of a single net connecting celis in two or more blocks are preseated. Let
b represent the number of blocks in which a net has a connectecl celi. Wheneva b

2 2,

the net is eut and therdore contributes one to the measure of connectiviw. However,
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if the wiring of the net is considered, nets connecting c e h in a large number of blocks

corresponds to an inaease in rire length during the routing since the cells requlling
comection are physicaiiy fùrther apsrt. Theretore, it would be more apptopriate to
measure the number of times a net h cut wbich is equivalent to minimihg the number
of b l o h in which a net connects to a ceil. This measure of coanectivity is also Uustrated

in Figure 5.4 and has been incorporated iato mdti-way ceLl interchange heuristics [35,40].

5.2
5.2.1

A Proposed Strategy
Incorporating Circuit Partitionhg

We now consider how circuit partitioning is incorporated into the constructive placement
method. The approaeh is iliustrated in Figure 5.5. Li Figure 5.5, it is assumeci that
the celi positions from the solution of the most recent relative placement problem are

available. Each region currently tirrithin the placement area is selected one at a time and
a list of celis within the region is c o m p d . If the region is suitable for partitioning (ne

explain why a region may be unsuitable for partitioning in a subsequent section), the celis

within the region are partitioned into four blocks, othernise another region is selected.
Once a region is selected, the celis within the region are sorted according to their x
and y positions. An initial partition for each region is created by partitioning the cells
into h o blocks of equal sise bared on the sorted y positions. Subscquently, these two

blocks are huther divided into two blocks each (resulting in a total of four bloels) based
on the sorteci x positions. Despite the grouping of celis towaràs the middle of the region,
ceiis have moved towards theit b a l positions. Hence, good initiai partitions are possible

(introdueiiig cuts into the sortecl üsts). Mhermote, the initial partitions are generated
q u i d y since the aeation of the initial partitions is based on sorthg cells which hao a

cornplexit). of O(clog c), where c is the number of cells. Taken in the context of the
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Select a Region in the
Placement Arca
for Partïtioning

Yes

I

C m c Initial 4-Way

By Sorting
Relative Cell Positions

Divirion of Plecememi

Arc0 and Ce&

Figure 5.5: Incorporating circuit partitionhg into the placement heuristic.
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previous description of partitioning methods, the aeation of initiai partitions based on
sorthg c d positions can be considered s constructive method for generating an initial
partition.
Once the initial partition has been created, nirther improvement is stiil possible by
considring the movement of cells fkom one block to another. This foliows fiom the
observation that partitionhg the celle based on their relative c d positions corresponds
to placing cut lines within the placement area near the middle of the region. Since this
&O

corresponds to where cells tend t o p u p during the relative placement, the division

of celis dose to the cut iines into th& initial blocks may be arbitrary. To improve the
initid partitions, a c d interchange heuristic 1351 b used with the measure of connectivity
counting the number of times each net is cut. We d o w ce& near the middle of the
region (near the cut lines introduced in the zand y directions) to move between regions
while (or lod0ng) celis far fiom the cut lines into their initidly selected partitions. Since

cells within the current region under consideration may also have comections to ceiis
outside of the region, terminal propagation [40] is also used to account for these extemal
connections. The partitioning is accomplished efnciently, since the complexity of the ceil

+

interchange heuristic is O(lpb(1ogb gl)) per p a s , where 1 is a level parameter (typically
one or two) internal to the interchange heuristic, p is the number of pins in the circuit, b
is the number of blocks and g is the maximum number of nets attached to any c d .

Finally, once each region nithin the curent placement area has been considered and
subdivided into a larger number of regions (with each new region containing fewer cells
than the original). the circuit partitioning terminates. It foiiows from the description of
the proposed approach that the incorporation of circuit partitioning into the corntructive placement method follows the g e n d partitionhg technique of using a good initial
placement which is subsequently improveà using ceîl interchanges
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5.2.3

Relative Placement and Circuit Partitionhg Interaction

The circuit partitioning required the solution of the dative placement problem ss input
for the aeation of initial partitions. S i a r l y , the output of the circuit partitioning (a

new division of the placement a n a and the cells) is used as input t o the next relative
placement problem (Recali the formulation of the relative placement problem in Chspter
3. The region idormation is used to revise or add constraints and variable bounds into

the formulation such that a new relative placement of the cells can be found. We emphasize that the reiative ce11 positions are found sànzultaneowly once the relative placement
formulation is reoised using the partitioning information, and that it is not necessary
to solve a separate relative placement problem for each region). Therdore, there is an

interaction between the two problems which is iiiustrated in Figure 5.6. By pdorming
several iterations of relative placement foiiowed by circuit partitioning, a good distribution of c e b througbout the placement area, such ao that previously iiiustrated in Figure

S.l(a)-(c), is obtained.
It is necessaty to develop an approach for terminating the relative placement and
circuit partitioning iterations. As previously described, a region which is not appropriate
for circuit partitioning may be selected. A region is not appropriate when the nurnber of
ceiis within the region drops below a smali pred&ed

theshold (for instance, 10 to 20

cells). in this situation, the region corteponds to only a very smaii portion of the entire
placement area and little improvcment in area utilization and c d overlap is possible by
partitioning the ce& within region. Eventudy, the circuit pattitioning w i i i reach a stage

where the numbu of celis nithin every region has fden below the threshold, and no region
WU
be partitioned. Any fùrther relative placements wiU produce identical resuits since

the constraints and variable bounds wiil not change. Therefore, the relative placement
and circuit partitionhg iterationa may be terxninated.
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5.3

Summary

T b chapter hss iîiustrated that the solution of a single relative placement problem is not
sdcient for providing usehil idormation for the cnation of an initial Legai placement.

This is a consequaice of the grouping of cells towards the middle of the placement area
after the solution of the initial relative placement problem. It is necessary to solve a

sequence of relative placement problems where, at each iteration, the placement area
is divided into more and more disjoint regions (with a subset of the ceiis restricted to

positions 6 t h each region) using circuit partitioning. Several iterations of relative
placement and circuit partitioning result in an even distribution of cells throughout the
entire placement area, a reduction in c d overlap, and bettet utilization of the available
placement area. In other wordç, cells are nearer to their desired positions, and therefore
the final relative placement provides usefiil and reliable information for the creation of
an initial legal placement.

Once the number of regions ha9 become very large (and only a small number of cells
are assignecl to every region), the relative placement and Umiit partitioning iterations

terminate and a set of ceU positions are avaiîable. Once the ce11 positions are "modifieci"

such that cells are positioned within rom and any residual c d ovetlap is reduced, the
constructive placement method is cornpleted. In the next chapter, we consider how an
initiai legal placement is createcl using the relative ceU positions.

Chapter 6

Initial Placement Construction
As previousb describeci in Chapter 5, the relative placement and circuit partitioning iterations provide cd positions distributeci throughout the entire placement area However,
these c d positions do not constitute a placement since the placement restrictions are not

satisfied. There is stilI minor cell overlap and the tells are not positioned within the rows,
as required.

It is therefore necessary t o "legailizen the placement by futther a d j u t h g the

cell positions to satislp the placement requirements. Once the repositionùig of ceils is ac-

cornplished, an initiai legal placement is obtained and the constructive placement method
is completed.

In this diaptet, we consider the construction of an initial legal placement based on
the c d positions provideci by the relative placement and circuit partitioning iterations.

In Section 6.1, ne d d b e a simple heuristic for legalizing the placement by sorting the
relative ceii positions. Numerical results are presented in Section 6.2 to iiiustrate various

aspects of the constzuctive placement method. Both the QP and LP relative placement
formulations are considered. The computational effort required by the relative placement,
circuit partitioning and legalization heuristics are presented. The quality of the initial
placements are presented and judged by considering the estimates of wire length and the
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required placement areas. Additionally, we conkm through numerical resuits that the

cell positions providecl by a single relative placement are not d a e n t for the aeation of

initial placements. Fiially, a surnmary is provided in Section 6.3.

6.1

Legakation Using Relative Cell Positions

We propose the foLlowing simple, yet &ective, approach for positioning ce& within rows

while ternoring c d ovedap. CeUs are sorted in ascending otder according to th& positions in both the 2 and y directions. Ceils axe assigneci to rows b

d on the sorteci y posi-

tions while keeping the row length nearly equal (implying a minimum width placement).

Cells are dowed to move between rows in order to keep the row lengths approximately
equal,

Once a celi has been assigned to a row, its y position is updated to rdect its row

assigrment. Subsequently, the cells within each row are positioned adjacent to each other

fkom Left to right across the row based on the sorted o positions. As cells are shifted to
remove overlap, the

2

positions of the c e b are updated. Since the legaiization heuristic

is based on sorted cell positions, the complexity of the legalization heuristic is O(c log c),
where c denotes the number of ceh.

6.2

Numerical Results

The constructive placement method W completed once an initid legd placement is obtained. In this section, we consider the computational aspects of the constructive place

ment rnethod and the quaüty of the initial legd placements. Additiondy, we also j
u
s
t
a
the necessity of performing seved relative placement and circuit partitionhg iterations,
rathes t han a single relative placement, in o r d a to obtain ceII positions which are ''useful"
for creating an initial placement. in presenting these resuits, we consider both the QP
and LP formulations of the relative placement problem.
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Circuit

T î e (CPU Secs)

Iter.

Relative Place.
circuit2

biomed
industryl
industry2
industry3

6
7

6
7

7

232.93
716.64
135.23
2031.65
3293.77

Circuit Part.

92.57
171.85
53.36
543.35
710.30

Lenal.
0.12
0.26
0.08
0.91
0.89

Table 6.1: Computationd sort with the QP relative placement formulation.
Circuit
circuit1
circuit2
biomed
iridusttyl
induetry2
industry3

Iter.

T h e (CPU Secs)
Relative Place. Cicuit Part.
6
428.44
8.88
6
2187.04
94.52
7
3970.78
158.91
7
1300.99
48.69
7
11854.62
505.36
7
27336.94
759.05

Legai.
0.03
0.11
0.27
0.07
0.85
0.90

Table 6.2: Computationd dort with the LP relative placement formulation.

6.2.1

Computationd Effort

The computational effort required for the various components of the constructive method
when the QP formulation of the relative placement problem is used sre presented in
Table 6.1. The number of relative placement and circuit partitioning iterations requLed

to produce the relative c d positions used by the legaüzation heuriatic are aiso presented.

In Table 6.2, the same numericd resuits are presented when the LP fornidation of the
relative placement problem is d.
Severd obserpations foilow fiom the numerical resulta presented in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.

In ail cases, very few relative placement and cucuit partitioning iterations (5 7 even on
the latgest test circuits) are required in order to spread the celk throughout the placement area. Regardiess of the relative placement formulation, the circuit partitioning and
legalization componeats of the constructive method consumes significantly l e s t h e than

the solutions of the sequence of relative placement problems. Therefore, the "bottleneeLn
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Cicuit
circuit1
circuit2
biomed
industry1
indwtry2
industry3

Solution Times (CPUSecs)
QP Fonn.
LP Fotm.
48.01
437.35
325.62
2281.67
888.75
4129.96
188.67
1349.75
12360.83
2575.91
4004.96
28096.89

Table 6.3: Total computational effort for initial placements.
of the constructive method is the solution of the relative placement problem.

Finally, it is possible to compare the computational &rt required by the different
relative placement formulations. The number of relative placement problems solved durh g the constructive method ate comparable (equal on aii test circuits with the exclusion

of industryf where one additional iteration was required) for both the QP aad LP formu-

lations. As previously illustrateci in Chapter 4, the QP formuiation required substantially

l e s time than the LP formulation when only one relative placement problem was solved.
The results in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 again iilustrate this observation over a sequence ofreiative placements. That is, the QP formulation resuits in substantialiy lower computational
effort when compareci the quivalent L P formulation.

6.2.2

Total Computational Effort and QuaIity of the Placements

The total computational times (taken as the summation of the times for the individual
components presented in Tables 6.1 and 6.2) required to generate initial placements for
each test circuit are presaited in Table 6.3

for both relative placement forznulations. Ad-

ditiondy, the ratio of the time requind when using the QP formulation to that required

when using the LP formulation is presented. As previoosly mentioned, the QP formulation requires si@cantly

less computational effort than the equivaient LP formulation.

In Table 6.4, the length of the longest row in the initial placement for each test circuit
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Cicuit
'

Max. Row Length ( p m)
QP Form.
LP F o n a

Imptovement
(QP/LP)
6270
1.0175
12540
0.9968
0.9971
8392
4810
1.0025
14352
0.9994
28280
1.0006

6380
12500
8368
4822
14344
28296

circuit1
circuit2

biomed
industryl
industry2
industry3

"

Table 6.4: Maximum row lengths for initial placements.
Circuit

QP Fotm.
circuit1
circuit2

biorned
industryl
industry2
industry3
-

-

-

.-

-

-- -

Improvement

LP Form.

1.6154
6.3227
4.0053
2,1200
29.3326
77.6508
.

>

(d

-

(W/Lp)

1.5101
5.8707
3.5557
1-9053
29.3229
73.1003
-

-.

1.0697
1.0770
1.1264
1.1127
1.0003
1.0622

Table 6.5: Wire length estimates for initial placements.
are presented as a measure of the required placement area. Row lengths are comparable

regardless of the relative placement formulation used. This foUows fiom the observation
that the row lengths are a consequeme of the legalization heuristic and bave nothing to
do 6 t h the relative placement formulation used.

Findy, estimates of wire lengths for the initial placements are presented in Table 6.5.
As an estimate of the wire length, the haEperimeter wire length (HPWL)W used. Note
that the LP formulation minimbes this estimate of nire length ditectly, whereas the QP
formulation does not. Since rectilinear niring is typically used in routing the circuit, the

HPWL respresents an accurate estimate of the setud wire length. Additionaüy, 0thresults presented in the literature (for example, [25, 41, 491) typicalîy used the HPWL

for reporting placement results.

Rom Table 6.5, the LP formulation dearly produces better initial placements than the
QP fomiulation when the HPWL is used as the estimate of wire length. This observation
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Cicuit

-

T i e (CPU Secs)

- Sig.

circuit1
6.48
52.03
circuit2
biomed
214.08
industryl 38.20
industry2 473.52
industry3 774.87

Ikr.
48.01
325.62
888.75
188.67
2575.91
4004.96

U~P-

(Sing./Iter.)
0.13
0.16
0.24
0.20
0.18
0.19

m'WL b)
Iter.
Shg*
1.8758 1.6154
10.6007 6.3227
7.3746
4.0053
2.9814
2.1200
47.8197 29.3326
160.9700 77.6508
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PO

(Sing*/Itff.)
1.16
1.68
1.84
1.40
1.63
2.07

-

Table 6.6: Single versus Several Relative Placements.
agrees with those results obtained by 0th- researchers [37]. However, these improved
results corne at the expense of significantly larger computational effort. Therefore, there
is, as expected, a ttadeoff in the quality of the initial placement versus the computational

effortrequired to produce the initiai placement.

6.2.3

Justification for Relative Placement and Circuit Partitionhg

We now juste the necessity of petforming severai iterations of relative placement and
circuit partitioning rather than using the c d positions provided by a single relative
placement for the creatioa of an initial placement. In Table 6.6, n e present numerical
results corn the creation of initial placements when the c d positions provided by the first
relative placement problem were used as input to the legalization heuristic. In produchg

these results, the QP d a t i v e placement fotmulationwas used (although similar results are
obtained using the LP formulation). These results are compared 6 t h those obtained using
the relative placement and circuit partitioning iterations (cornparisons are made basecl
on computational effott and nite length estimates since the row lengths n u e comparable

in d cases).

The cteation of initial placements using oaiy one relative placement r e q u b s less computational eftott than perfomhg several iterations of relative placement and circuit partitioning. This is an obvious result, since l e s ~
computational effort is necessary (only one
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relative placemeat problun is solved and no circuit partitioning is petforneci). However it
is necessaty to consider the qualities of the initial placements. Table 6.6 cleatiy illustrates

that the resdting estimates of wire length are substantidty worse thsn those obtained
when several relative placement and circuit partitioning iterations are perfarmed. As
previously illustratecl in Chapter 5, most cells group towards the middle of the placement
area &et the first relative placement problem (despite the tendency ofsome cells to move

outward towards the pesiphery of the placement area due to comections to 1/0pads).
Using these initial c d positions as a %&idn indication of the desired c d positions in

an initial placement is simply incorrect. The poorness of the wire length estimates presented in Table 6.6 confirm this obsmtion. Hence, there is signXcant motivation for

the additional computational d o r t required to perform several relative placement and
circuit partitioning iterations in order to obtain a better placement.

6.3

Summary

In this chapter, a simple heuristic for aeating an initial legal placement based on the
relative c d positions provideci by the relative placement and ckcuit partitioning iterations

has been desaibed. Since the relative ceii positions provide a good indication of the
general position for s c d , the initial legd placement ras obtained by simply sorting

the relative c d positions baxd on th&

t and

y positions. The sortcd y positions were

used to assign ceîls to rows and the sorted z positions were used to order the celis (whiîe

removing overlap) within each row.

Numericd results were presented to illustrate the computationd aspects of the constructive method. Regardles of the relative placement formulation, the circuit partition-

ing and legaihation heutistics requind only a &action of the total computationd effort. In
other words, the relative placement problem was identifiecl as the "bottleneck" step of the
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constructive method. Thetdore, any additional enhancements to the relative pf acement
problem, either in the formulation (fot instance, more compact formulations) or in the
solution methodology (iiprovernents in the efficiency of the interior point methd) will
resdt in an orerd improoment to the constructive method. Cornparisons between the

QP and LP formulations iiIustrated that the QP formulation requind signiscantly less
computational effort than the equivaient LP formufation on aii test circuits considered.

in temur of quality, the t o n lengths (and therefore the width of the placement area)
were comparable tegardless of

the d a t i v e placement formulation. The LP formulation

was iiiustrated to provide placements with lowet estimates of wire length than the equiva-

lent QP formulation, but at the expense of inaeased computational effort. This iliustrated
a tradeoff in quality of the initiai placement versua the cornputational &ort required to

produce the placement.
Finally, initial placements ueated using the relative c d positions avaiiable f i e r the
solution of a single relative placement problem were presented. Although less computational effort was tequiteci, the quality of the initial placements were quite poor. These
results confirmeci the necessity of the additional computational &ort tequiteci in performing several relative placement and circuit partitionhg iterations in order to obtain
"usetirln information for positionhg celis in the initial legal placement.

Although the c d positions produced by the relative placement and circuit partitionhg
iterations provide a good indication of the final ceii positions, accepting the placement
immediatdy aftu the legalization may not be sufncient. The relative cell positions used
by the legaikaton heuristic, although Uglobaüy"god, only provide an "indication" of

where eaeh c d belonp. Although each c d may only move a smaii amount using the
Legalization heuristics d d b e d in this chapter, the total amount of c d movement may be
significant. Therefore, some effort should be expendeci at improving the initiai placement
produced by the constructive method. Imptoving the initial placements by the application
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of a simple seatch heuristic is the topic of the next chapter.

Chapter 7

A Simple Iterat ive Improvement

Method
In this chapter, we consider a simple iterative iterative method to further Mprove the initial placements created by out constructive method. Although the constructive method
provides a good initial placement, it is still ody a heuristic method for globidiy positioning
ceiis near to th& Aria1 positions. Severd shortcomings rnay be identined, aameiy (i) the

relative placement and circuit partitioning iterations rnay have incorrectly forced some
c e b into non-optimal positions and (ii) the additionai c d monment during the legaliza-

tion heuristic rnay have deteriorateci the quality of the initial placement. It is t h d o r e
remonable and important (necessary) to consider a method for further improving the
initial placements created by the consttuctive method.
As previously mentioned, iterative improvement methods take an initial placement

and make small changes (that is, r e ~ a n g e m e n t sof the celis) to generate a new and

improved placement. The methods rnay be classilied as either randomized or deterministic algorithms, depending on w h e t h or not a newly genuated placement is acceptecl.
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Rsndomized algorithrns accept worse placements with some probability and are capable
of escaping Iocaiiy optimal placements. Given enough computational t h e , these algo-

rithms tend to achieve globally optimal placements. C o n v d y , deterministic dgonthms
accept oniy improved placements and are not capable of escaping fkom locally optimal
placements. However, these algorithms r e q e e little computationd d o r t .

In this chapter, we consider a highly Iocalized method for improving our initial placements. Aithough there is some randomness in the way we select ceils for rearrangement,
we consider our method to be deterministic since any attempt at rearranging ceiis is only

permitted if it leads to an improved placement (that is, it is a greeày aigorithm). We
consider such an algorithm for the foilowing reason. For any circuit, the constructive
method has provided an initial placement in which the cells are near theü des*

ha1

positions. It is reasonable to assume that ,dthough not globdy optimal, the initial placement lies within the vincinity of either a near, or globally, optimal placement. Hence,
local rearrangement of cells is nasonable.

This chapter is organized as follows. in Section 7.1, we describe our iterative improvement method. We iiiustrate that by using simple 1-opt ( c d rnoves) and 2-opt ( c d
swaps) techniques for repositioning cells, that an improved placement is possible. In Sec-

tion 7.2, we present numerical results to demonstrate the effectiveness of t he met hod when
the initial placement is provided by the constructive method. Numerical cornparisions
are presented to demonstrate that our method compares favourably with a weli-hoan

randomiaed itetative irnprovement method, namely Simulated Anneaihg [36]. Fin*,
summary is provided in Section 7.3.

a

Figure 7.1: Tiies overlapping the placement area.

7.1
7.1.1

The General Strategy
Localizing the Improvement

Iterative improvement methods tdy on tesrrangements of cells to achieve an improved

placement. In our placement heuristic, the initial placement is assumeci good, and thecefore any atternpted imptovements in the placement should teflect the assumption about

the quslity of the initial placement. To locaiize the rearrangement of celis, we introduce a novel technique of overlapping Mes, or mhdows, throughout the placement area
as illustrateci in Figure 7.1.

The introduction of tiles throughout the placement area is

usefid for restricting the remangement of cells and is common in ail types of iterative

improvement methods to some extent [?, 26, 361. Each tile contains a small subset of

the c e h . Furthennon, ceils may belong to more than one tile due to the overlap which
&sts

between tiles.

The iterative improvement method works as tollows. A tile is seiected, and a List of
ceils within the tile is generated. Subsequently, ceiis wîthin the selected tile are rearranged
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in some f a o n . In rearranging the ce&, the cells are restricted to positions within the

tile boundaties which keeps c e b dose to their original positions.

The computational

effort required to find improved c d positions is reduced, since the searc& for improved
c d positions is re~tnctedto positions within the tile boundaries. S i e tiles overlap, cells
near the boundaties of a tile may be perrnitted to move between tiles.

The question arises as to how tiles are seiected. We use the idea of passes or genera t i m [7].

During one p a s , tiles are selected randorniy, and only once during each p a s .

M e r each p a s , the quaiity of the placement is evaluated and compated to placements
generated by previous passes. The algo6thrn terminates when either a maximum number of passes is exceeded, or when the improvement in the placements over a number of
consecutive passes is neglible.

7.1.2

Cell Remangement Within a Tile

Once a tile is seiected, it is necessary to remange the cells within the tile. Several

approaches have been proposed for this rearrangment.
One approach requires removing ali c e h fiom the tile and rearranging aU cells s i d taneously by solving a minimum coat maximum flow network ptoblem [7]. Since cells are

of dinering width, thir approach requted c e h to be divided into a number of subcells

of equal width pnor to creating and soIving the network flow ptoblem. Potentiaiiy, c&
codd split into disconnected pieces and a heuristic i9 theretore requird to rejoin the ceîis.

Additionally, since the c& within a tik were repositioned simultaneously, nire length
approximations were reqUjEed to accaunt for c d interco~ectionswithin the tiie.

A simitar approaeh was proposeci in [26]. Rather than repositioning aii of the cells,
a measure of goodness k caiculated for each c d to estimate its appropriateness in its

current location. C h with high goodness are correctly positioned, whereas those with a
low goodness are incorrectly positioned. A subset of cells with low gooàness are removecl
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fiom the placement and repositioned into the emptg space aeated by theh remod. This
assignment is pdonned using a weighted matching aigorithm, whtn the weights were
seIected b

d on an estimate of the apptopriateness of repooitioning each c d in each of

the ernpty positions.

Both of the aforementionedmethods are capable ofaroiàing Iocally minimal placement
since cells are repositioned simuitaneous1y. That is, given the subproblem these methods
attempt to solve, the application of network methods resdts in optimal repositioning

of the c&.

However, in order to apply these methods, estimates in the objectives are

required during the formulation of the network problems.

This implies that, aithough

the subproblem being solved is optimal, it may not be optimal in

ternis

of the actual

placement since wire lengths approximations are required.
We consider a third alternative method for rearranging ceils based on simple 1-opt
( c d moves) and 2-opt (cell swaps) movement of cells.

This approach is more local than

the network methods since it does not necessariiy provide an optimal rearrangement of
celis. However, repositioning using cell moves and swaps is a vaiuable method since it (i)

is simple and efEcient to implement, (3) requins no estimates to the design objectives,
and (iii) provides good results since the initial placement is good anyway.
The rearrangement ofcells within a tile using moves anci swaps proceeds as follows. To
remange the tiie, we randomly s e k t a ceil i aad consider moving it to another position

within the tile. If the new position for ceU i does not violate any row length constraints,
the move is considered. If the move violates a row h g t h constrsint, a second c d j dosest
to the nen position is found and the c e h i and j an swapped (provided that the swap

.

does not violate any row length constreints) The motivation for the random selection of

cells is computational effort. Selecting cells at random is constant, whueas attempting
to select the "best" ceil (or pair of cells) to move (swap) would require some additional
computationd effort to decide which ceîi is %estn to consider for rearrangement. Once

the move or swap is pdormed, additional c& within the tiie may require shifting to
remove overlap and accomodate the repositioned c d . Shifting is requit& for ceil moves

and for c d swaps when the swapped ceils are unequal in width. Ceii moves and swaps,
combine with potential shifting, are illustrateci in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2 illustrates an additional aspect of the algorithm that must be mentioned.

When cells are shiRed wïthin a tile, overlsp may be introduced with c e b extenial to
tile under consideration. We ignore this overlap for several reasous. Fitst, the overlap
is temporary since it can be removed once the rearrangement of the tile is completed.

Shifting cells e x t d to the cutrent tile aRer every move or swap (and estimating the
of these shifts) requites a Large amount of computational esort. However, the
amount of temporary overlap W typicdy very smali (since the tiies are selected to contain
a small number of cells), and its effect on the totai estimate of wire length is negligible.

Therefote, ignoring the temporary overlap bas little impact on quaütp,but substantially

irnproves the computational efncieney of the tile reanangement. Ignoring overlap external
to the current tile being reartanged represents the one approximation used in out iterative
improvment method.

Once a more or ceil swap W made, and any cell shifting within the tile is performed, the
change in the

HPWL is estimateci. Only nets connected to celis begin moved, swapped,

or shifted w i l l have a change in their HPWL (again, if ce& uternal to the ttiles wue

sbifted, a sigaificant number of nets wodd require updates to th& HPWLs, which is
computational prohibitive). if the change in EPWL le& to a reduction in the totai

HPWL, the move or swap is permitteci and the placement is updated, othetwise the
placement L l& unchangeci. The numba of attempted moves +or

swaps for eacb tile

is selected to be linear in the number of c d s witbin the selected tile. The algorithm
reamanging cells within a tile is outlined in Figure 7.3.

We consider the complexity of rearranging eaeh tiie using c d moves and swaps. As-

potential introductiono f overlap

1
I

I

ce11 swap with shifting

ce11 movc wirh shifting

Figure 7.2: Example of c d mores and swaps.

\

\
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procedure tile,reonungment('
1

estimateApf(initid-pla~ement)

2

repeat
select cella i and j

3

detwmine-celLshifts()
estimate~pl(new-pla~ementJ

4

if M P W L S

O

do

update,pkrcement()
until attemptdmouea 2 maz-attempts

Figure 7.3: Algorithm for tiie rearrangement.
sume that a tile contains c ceb. Futthemore, assume that the number of nets connected
to each c d is bounded by a small constant, and that the number of cells on each net is
similady bounded (a reasonable assumption for practical circuits since the &cuit statistics previously presented in Chapter 2 indicated that most ceUs (nets) comect to very

few nets (cells)).
Step 1of the algorithm requires estimating the win length for each net connected
to a c d within the tile. This operation is Linear in the number of connection points.
However, the number of nets on each c d is bounded, and the estimate of wire length is

pertormed in O(c) tirne. Step 2 requires the random selection of two ceh, and a check

for row length violations. This operation is done in O(1) tirne. The shifting operation in
Step 3 requires a linear search of the cwrent c d positions to temove any overlap, which

is accompIished in O(c) tirne. If in Step 4, the new placement is better than the previous

placement, new c d positions must be saved. This can be accompiished by a copy of the
new c d positions which h done in O(c) tirne. Theretore, each attempted c d more or
swap requires O(c) t h e . Since the number of attempted tile remrangements is selected

linear in the number of cells, the complexity of reammging one tile is O($).

Improv.
QP Form. (CPU Secs)
LP Form. (CPU Secs)
Improv.
Comtruct. Itu. hprov. ' Paaiai ' Constmct. Iter. hprov. ' Passes
circuit1
10
48.01
153.54
437.35
160.02
10
10
325.62
711.34
circuit2
2281.67
727.56
11
12
biomed
888.75
997.82
4129.96
1006.15
12
industry1
188.67
381.28
11
1349.75
352.39
10
12
2575.91
3583.69
12360.83
industry2
3467.36
12
11
industry3
2421-74
4004.96
28096.89
2862.02
12
Cucuit

Table 7.1: Constructive and iterative improvement times

7.2

Numerical Results

We non consider the &ects of the iterative improvement method on the initial placements
provided by the constructive method. The iterative improvement method was terminateci
when the reduction in wire length over the previous placement was less than 1/4 % for
more than 3 passes, or when a maximum of 12 passes were perfotmed.
W e couder several aspects of the algorith, namely (i) computationd aspects of

the iterative improvement method and the entire placement heuristic, and (5)time and
quality of the ovefall placement heuristic compared to a wd-known Simuiated Anneding

(SA) placement package (TirnberWolfSC V42) [36]. Raults are presented using the
initiai placements created ushg both the QP and LP relative placement formulations.

7.2.1

Computational Aspects

Timing results for the overd placement heuristic are illustrateci in Table 7.1. The times
shown indude that takm by the constructive method (extracteci fiom those results precriously presented in Chspter 6) and that taken for the iterative improvement method. The
results are presented using both the QP and LP relative placement formulations (dinerent
initial placements imply a different sequence of events during the iterative improvement,

and tberefore potentiaiiy dinerent times). Finally, the number of iterative improvement
passes required are also iliustrated in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1 illustrates that the initiai placement (whether aeateâ Crom the QP or the

LP reiative placement formulation) has IittIe impact on the amount of computationd
effort requind by the itesative improvement method.

This observation foliows since

the number of improvement passes (and thaefore the computational d o r t ) is nearly
identical regardless of the initial placement used. if the computational &ort of the
iterative improvement method is compared to the coartnctive method, the foliowhg
observations can be made. The computationd tirne requited by the iterative improvement
method is either comparable or greater than that required by the constructive method

when the QP dative placement formulation is used. Converseiy, when the LP relative
placement formulation is used during the constructive method, the time required by the
iterative improvement method represents oniy a portion of the overail computational
effort. This is a direct consequence of the differences in computationai effort required by

the different relative placement formulationswhich were pteviously iliustrated in Chapter
7.

We illustrate the progression of the iterative improvement method in Figure 7.4. in

Figure 7.4, the estimate of nire leagth and cumulative computationai effort is plotted
versus the pass number of the iterative improvement method for city:uitf (simiiar plots

are obtained regardless of the test circuit considered). The t h e required by the iterative improvement method increases linearly with the number of passes. However, the
estimateci wire length decreases rapidly near the beginning of the iterative improvement
method and tapers off towards the la& few passes. This is an important aspect (observation) for the local improvement heuristic since, if the computationd dort required by
the iterative improvement method is considuecl too large for any given circuit, deaeasing
the number of pennitted p-es

WUstiii resdt in a reasonable amount of improvement

in the placement 6 t h legs computationd &ort

.

1.151
O

I

5

improvement pas8

10

Figure 7.4: Progression of the iterative improvement method
7.2.2

Total Computational Effort and Quality of the Placements

The total computational dort for the entire placement heuristic (constructive and iterative improvement methods) is presented in Table 7.2. Results ushg both QP and LP
relative placement formulations are ptesented. Additionally, the computational efEort re

quired by the Simuiated Annealing placement slgorithm is dso presented. These tesuits
indicate tbat our placement hecuistic reqnires l e s computational time than that required
Circuit
circuit1

Solution Times (CPUSecs)
hprovement
QP Fonn. LP Fonn. Sim. Anneal. (QP/SA) (LP/SA)
201

575

656

Table 7.2: Final solution times

0.31

0.88

1

Circuit 1
circuit2
biomed
induatryl
industry2
industn3

1

Max, Rcm Leagth (fiml

12500
8424
4842
14432
28480

12500
8424
4840
14432
28480

Impmvement

0.961
0.995
0.902
0.947
0.896

13010
8464

5366
15240
31768

1

0.961
0.995
0.902
0.947
0.896

Table 7.3: Final placement are=
C'it I

1

Est. HPWL (ml

Improvement

' QP Fom. LP Form. s&. Anneal. ' (QP/SA) (LP/SA)
'

circuit1
circuit2
biomed
indust~yl
industry2
induatm3

1.180
4.676
2.843
1.743
19.304
56.798

1.181
4.697
2.661
1.656
19.686
64.694

1.186
4.822
2.572
1.933
21.716
68.589

0.995
0.968
1.105
0.902
0.889
0.828

0.996
0.974
1.034
0.856
0.906
0.943

Table 7.4: Final estimates of wire length

by Simulateci Annealing. This observation is valid regardless of the relative placement
formulation used. Moreover, the savlligs in computational dort is substantial when the

QP formulation of the relative placement problem is used during the constructive phase
of the placement heuristic.
Table 7.3 illustrates the longest row lengths (taken as an indication of the h a 1 placement widths) in the noal placements. In a l i cases, oar placement heuristic generates

placements with row lengths bettes than or comparable to those obtained using Sixnulated Annealing. The Merent relative placement formulations tcsult in placements with

exactly identical row lengths. The observation that the row lengths for the Werent nlative formuiationa are identical is a coincidence (they were not required to be identicai).

Finally, cornparisions of the estimateci wire lengths are presented in Table 7.4. Our
placement heuristic generates pIacements with lower wire Iengths for all test circuits
considered, with the exception of biomd Analysis of circuit biomed indifsted that several
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extremdy long nets were present which were apparently "handedn more effectively by
Simulated AnneaIing than by our placement heuristic. We also note that the LP relative
placement formulation was more deetive a t handüng these long nets than the equivalent

QP formulation. To summatiae, our placement heuristic (which uses a combination of
relative placements, circuit paztitioning and iterative improvement) yields placements
that are up to 10

- 1?%

lengths while rquinng 5 t

better than Simulated Annealing in terms of estimateci r i r e
h less computational &ort (for the QP formdation).

One interesthg observation can be made from the results presented in Table 7.4.
Aithough it provides bettex initial placements, the LP formulation d a s not necessarîiy
result in better placements than those obtained using the equivaient QP formulation after
the application of the iterative improvement method (nith the exception of circuit biomed,
where the additional improvement using the L P formulation is about 7 percent). This

leads to an important observation, namely that by performing iterative irnptovement,
the QP formulation is sufiCient for the creation of good initial placements which lead
to very good final placements. Given the substantial reduction is computational dort

necessary to obtain an initiai placement, the

QP f o r d a t i o n appears prehable to the

LP formulation of the d a t i v e placement problem.

In this chapter, a greedy and locaiized itesative improvement method baseci on simple ceil
moves and ce11 swaps has been presented. By "tiling" the placement ana and restricting

ceiis to positions within th& assigned tiie, the computationd efnciency of the iterative
improvement method was gnatly enhanceci.

The tiling was f d t a t e d by the construction

of a good initial placement, where c& were alteady near to their desired final positions.

Numericd results highlighted several important aspects of the overd placement heuris-

tic. The computational d o r t of the iterative improvement method ras i h t r a t e d to be
linear in the nuxnber of passes pdormed (where one pass consistecl of considering esch
tile within the placement area once, and remotlging the ceils rrithin each selected tile) .
Kowever, the reduction in estimateci wite length was illustrated to be greatest at the
beginning of the iterative improvement method. Thadore, for any given circuit, if the
computational d o r t requird by the iterative improvement method is considered too
large, a reduction in the overaii computationd effort is possible by reducing the number

of passes performed while still maintainhg a rea~onableimprovement in the quality of
the placement.
Cornparisions with a Simulated Annealing placement heuristic iiiustrated the &tiveness of our combination of constructive and iterative improvement methods. In all
cases, our heuristic produced placements of comparable or superior quaky, both in terms

of the widths of the requUed placement areas and the total estimates of rire length.
~ d d i t i o n a l lo~u, .heuristic requited less cotnputationalef5ort (substantially less when the

QP relative placement formulation is used during the ueation of the initial placements)
to produce these higher quality placements.

Comparisionsof the fiad placements also illustrated several important aspects regardh g the relative placement formulations. Although, as previoualy iilustrated in Chapter

6, the LP formulation provides better initial placements than the equivaient QP formu-

lation, afta the application of iterative imptovement the QP formulation provides (in
most cases) either comparable or better resuits. The savings in computational effort for

the creation of the initial placement using the QP formulation venus the LP formulation
was rdected in the find computationd times of the overd placement heuristic. Thete

fore, n e concludeci that our placement heuristic, with the QP formulation of the relative
placement problem, is the preferable placement heuristic.
Although we have completely describeci the combination of constructive and iterative
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improrement meth& for c d placement (and iIlustrated they produce favouable resuits
compareci to a well howu Simulated Anneaiing placement heuristic), we consider an

additional enhancement to our constmctive method in the next chapta. Specificaily, we
consider cimit clwtering which may be u d to improve the eiliciency of the constructive

placement method by reducing the sizes of the resuiting relative placement formulations
(regardles of the relative placement formulation used).

Chapter 8

Circuit Clustering
We now consider a method for reducing the computational effort of the constructive
method, while maintainhg or improving the quality of the resulting initial placements,
by introducing the concept of circuit clustering. Circuit clustering involves identifying

stroagly connected components of a &cuit and merging these components into a large
number of small groups cdled dusters. For highly complex circuits containing many

thousands of cells, efficient placement procedures require a reduction in ptablem sizes.

Circuit clustering achieves this objective since grouping c e h into dusters is equivalent
to condensing the circuit, where

dusters of cells may be considered as single cells and

nets which connect celis entirely within the same cluster are &ectively removed fiom the
problem.

When applied to a condenseci circuit, out const~ctivemethod results in a sequence
of smaller optimisations problems for determining relative c d positions. This implies

reduced storage requirements and reducd computationd eEotts. Circuit dustering can
also lead to improved placements since ce& that should be dose to esch other ate merged
into the same duster. Thereiore, the possibility of mdring "bad" decisions early in the
constructive method (that is, forcing highly connected cells apart) is reduced. Circuit
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duste~g
is applicable not only to c d placement, but to 0th- VLSI probtems as well.
For instance, it has bcen incorporated into a twephase circuit partitionhg heuristic [Z],

where it resulted in betta final partitions *th l e s computational sort (when compared
to those final partitions obtained without dustering). Hence, we expect similar benefits

when applied to the placement problem.

This chapter is organiaed as foilows. In Section 8.1

ne

d d b e previously pro-

posed amùt dustering heuristics. We i d e n t e severai shortcomings of these previous

approaches which make them u n a t t r d v e when applied to the c d placement problem.

In Section 8.2, we describe a new greedy clustering heuriatic band on graph connectivity.
The heuristic is illustratexi to be capable of produchg a large number of dusters of nearly
qua1 size due to limits imposed on the size of the clusters. We Keustrate that the stotage

requirements are reasonable in practical situations, and that the comphity of the heuris-

tic is polynomial in the number of ceils in the circuit. The incorporation of the dustering
heuristic into the constructive placement method is also describecl. Numerical results are
presented in Section 8.3. Thae results illustrate that the proposed dustering heuristic
is effective a t reducing the netlist sises while requiring reasonable computational d o r t .

The reduction in computational effort and the quaiity of the initial legai placements when
clustering is hcluded into the constructive placement method is also illustrateci- Final
placements obtained after the application of the local improvement heuristic are also presented and compared to Simulatecl Anneaiing. Finaiiy, a summary is provided in Section
8.4.

8.1

Previous Approaches

We consider a circuit dustering heuristic eftective if (i) it exhibits reasonable storage
requirements (ii) it is efEcient to implanent and requires Little computational d o r t to

run to completion, and (ii)
it is capable of producing a large number of dustem of nearly
qua1 size whiie still providing large reductions in circuit &es.

Since durteruig is most

beneficial when applied to large circuits, its implementation requirements (the storage
requirements) shodd not prohibit its application. Since amùt clustering ki mically used
as a

preprocessing step for a subsequent problem, any computational beneiits achieved

at later stages should not be lost during the clustering. Finaliy, by generating a large
number of dusters of nearly qua1 size, no uskewing" (that is, no preference for a duster
based on size) occurs during the solution of subsequent problems.

Many clustering heuristics have been proposed which achieve some, but not dl, of

the aforementioned characteristics. Recently, an dective dustering heuristic capable of
produchg a large number of dwters of nearly equal siae has b e n proposed [2] based on
a combination of a multi-way c d interchange heuristic [34] with the GRASP heuristic
[9]. The heuristic was illustrateci to be ef£'ective at reducing netlist sbes while requiring

little computational d o r t . One shorkoming of this heuristic, however, b the storage
requirements necessary for its implementation. Since it is based on a cell interchange

heuristic, it is necessary to store the so called "gain entries" [34] ansouateci with c d
interchange heuristic which is prohibitive for extremely Large circuits with a large number
of clustem.

A dustering heuristic based on a modiiication of the d o r m multicommodity flow
problem has been proposed [51]. This heuristic produces natural dusters where the final

number of clustcnr is unknown until the heuristic r u s to completion. Untortunatdy, this
heuristic typicaliy produces very few dusters which vary greatiy in size. For instance,
results presented in [51] on an example test circuit produced the following: 1 duster of
3184 cells, 6 dustem of8 ceiis, 2 ciustas of 4 cells, and 6 clustus ofsingle cells. Therefore,

it is not u s a as preprocessing step for a subsequent problem as a result of the skewing
in the cluster sises. Another approach for generating natural dusten based on circuit

comectivity was proposecl in [Il]. The heuristic requkes the selection of two parameters
whose optimal d u e s cannot be determineci prior to ninning the algorithm. T h d o r e ,
the tesulting clusfers are not controUable.

A dustering heuristic based on random waiks has been proposeû [18]. Although
this approach was fiustrated to produce good dusters, the length of each random walk

required is O ( 2 ) whae c is the number of ceils in the circuit. The t o t d complexity of

the heuristic is O ( 2 ) which makes it unddeable when used as a preprocessing step for

a subsequent problem.

8.2

Proposed Clustering Strategy

In this section, we propose a new simple and gteedy clustering heuristic based on circuit
connectivity.

The heuristic produces a large number of dusters (with each duster con-

taining a smail number of cells) of nearly quai size. W e also d d b e the incorporation
of circuit clustering into our constructive placement method.

8.2.1

Description

To hp1ement the heuristic, it is first necessatg to convest the circuit netlist into a
weighted adjacency graph, where eaeh node in the adjacency graph represents a c d
in the circuit and the edge weight between any pair of nodes provides a meapure of how

"tightly comectedn the conesponding c e b are in the circuit netlist . The adjacency graph
is created by dehing, for each net i in the ongind circuit, the net weight

net wciglio

\
033

r
1.0

Figure 8.1: Conversion fiom circuit netlist to adjacency graph.

where N; denotes the c e b on net i. Clearly, short nets which comect ody a few cells
are assigned larger weights than long nets which conneet many cells. The edge weight,

denoted by w d , betweea any tao nodes a and b in the adjacency graph W given by

where Caand Cbrepresent the set of nets incident on cells a and b, respectively.

Defming the edge weinights in this way accompishes several objectives. Pairs of cells
with no common nets have zero edge weights, whereas ceils sha,ring many nets have large

edge weights. Therdore, the weights rdect the amount of comectivity between pairs
of cells in the netlist. Preferentiai treatment is given to short nets since they make
larger contributions than long nets when computing the edge weights.

This is desireable

for circuit dustehg since it b precisely shott nets which tend to get absorbeci when

clustering cells, whereas long nets cannot be eüminated. Au example of the conversion
of a netlist into a weightd adjacency graph is illustrateci in Figure 8.1.

Our proposed dustering heuristic is bacled on maging pairs of nodes in the adjacency

graph accotding to the edge weights. More preciseiy, the heuristic continudy selects a
maximdy weighted edge in the adjacency graph of maximai and attempts to merge the
tno incident nodes togethu. ARu each muge, the adjacency graph is updated to reflet

the consequaice of the mage as foliows. Let the h o nodes being merged be nodes a
and b, and let node O be the representative s&et the metge. Node b and ail its incident
edges are removecl fiom the adjacency graph. The adjamnaes to node a are replaced by

those nodes in Adj(a) u A&(b). Findy, the edge weïghts incident to node a are updated
accordhg ta the d e w, = w,

+ w h for all c E Adj(a) U Adj(b).

Since nodes in the

adjacency graph correspond to celis in the circuit netlist, the circuit netlist also changes
dong with the adjacency graph (cells in the circuit netlist are merged togethes and form

the desired clusten). Nodes are merged together until no tùrther merges are possible. The
total number of merges is limiteci as foliows. Let the desired duster size be denoted by

T,

the maximum duster size be denoted by M, and seiect a cluster size penalty parameter
a. After selecting nodes a and b for merging, the size penalty p d = T

- a(S. + Sb)is

computed, where Sa and Sb represent the cumnt number of nodes represented by nodes
a and b, respectively. That is, the size penalty reprawits the Metence between the

resulting cluster (weighted by some factor) and the target cluster size. if the selected
mage wodd result in a duster with sise p a t e r than M , or the selected edge weight plus
the size penalty is negative, the merge is discarded fkom tiiture consideration. When al1

potential merges are rejected, the dustering heuristic terminates. An example iliustrating

the merging of nodes, dong with the associateci changes in the circuit netlist, is provided
in Figure 8.2.

A pseudo-code description of the dustering heuristic is provided in Figure 8.3 where
it is assumeci that the edge weights in the adjacency graph are provided as input. The
complexity of the heuristic hcomputed as foiiows. In the norst-case, the djacency p a p h
created fkom the circuit n e t k t wiil be a complete graph consisting of c(c

- 1)/2 edges
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Figure 8.2: Progression of the clustering heuristic.
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procedure cluste+();
insert edge wetghta into rnemum

heap

k =1
repent
Select kmally
wei&xt
d g e w,,b
{ merge node b uito node a )
{ update adjacencies, edge weightil and heap )

for c € Adj(a) U A&(&) do
woc

= Wac + wbe

k=k+l
endfor
until no possible merges;

Figure 8.3: Pseudo-code for the dustering heuristic.

and c nodes. Step 1of the heuristic requires the insertion of the edge weights into an
appropriate data structure to f d t a t e the setrieval of the maximdy weighted edges at
each step

of the heuristic. To faciliate the selection of such edges, the edge weights are

inserted into a maximum heap [50]. The creation of a heap in linear in the number of

entries in the heap. Therefore, Step 1 of the heuristic is 0(c2).
Once initialized, the heuristic continues until no fhther merges are possible. Step

2 requires the deetion of the m h a l l y weighted edge which is 0(1), since the edge
weights are stored in a rnaxullum heap. In the worst-case, where the merging psoceeds
until aii nodes are coiiapsed into a single node, the outer loop of the heuristic is executed
c - 1times. Therdore, over the course of the entire heuristic, the seîection of maximaliy
weighted edges is O(c). A f k the Lth mage, the number of remsining nodes in the
adjacency graph is c - k and the maximum number of edges is (c - 6)(c - k - 1)/2. Step

3 of the heuristic tequires updating the adjacencies of node a to reflect the consequence

of merging node b into node a. This requires removing any adjacencies to both nodes,
updating the edge weights and reinserthg the updated edge weights back into the heap.

Step 3 is aecuted a t maat c - k times during the Eth ituation (this oecurs since in the
worst-case, node a is adjacent to every other node in the graph) and the insertion and
removai of entries fkom a heap is logarithmic in the number of entries. Therefote, the
complexity of the updating step o v a the course of the entire heuristic is givm by
c-1

O((=- k) log [(c

- k) (c - k - 1)/2]) =

c-1

~ ( ( -c k) log(c

- k) = O(c2 log c)

Therefore, the dustexhg heuristic is O (2log c). Finaily, the storage requirements of the
heuristic are O(t?), nameIy the space required to store the edge weights in the heap.

We now make some practical observations. A circuit netlist is typically sparse and
the initial adjacmcy graph d not be a complete graph. The number of edges wiii be
substantially less than c(c - 1)/2 which implies teasonable storage requirernents. This
also impües the computatioaal

sort wiii be reduced since fewer entries wili be present

in the heap. Its ereation, as weli as the continual insertions and deletions during the

updating step wili proceed in a more timeiy manner. The sparsity of the netlist also
have to be considered d u h g the updating step of the
impiies that only a few edges WU
heuristic, since it ia unlüely that a single node nül be adjacent to every other node in the
graph. Fin*,

since the clustering heuristic is never aiiowed t o muge all nodes together

(due to the size pendty and maximum duster size imposed on the heuristic), the outer
loop of the heuristic WU
not be uecuted c - 1times, implying fewer updating operations

and so forth.
We make severai final observations to explain an "objective fimctionn associateci with
the proposed clustering heuristic. Let the set of cells in cluster k be denoted by
M h e r m a r e , define the objective fiiaction

Bk.

This objective function "counts" the t o t d weight of the nets absorbed into a duster when
each net in the circuit aetlist is represented as a tree. Note that when dl cells for a given

net i are mergd into the same cluster, the total contribution to this objective h c t i o n
is 1, Conversely, when o d y one c d on any net i is placed into a cluster, the contribution
to the objective tùnction is O. Therdore, since the proposed ciustering heuristic is b

d

on merging highly connecteci cells, it may be considered a greedy method for maximishg
the total number of edges abosrbed into the clustets.
8.2.2

Incorporating Clustering into the Constructive Method

Incorpotatùig circuit clustering into the constructive placement method is h t r a t e d in

Figure 8.4. When dustering is inciuded, the circuit netlist is dustered once, pRor to
beginning the relative placement and circuit partitioning iterations. When the iterations
begin, the relative placement problem is formulated using the condensed netlist produced
by the dustering heuristic. Since the dustered netlist is smailer, the renilting optimization

problems wili require fewer variables and leas storage, implying an overaii reduction in
the cornputational dort. When the solution of the relative placement problem is found,
the relative positions of the clusters are known rather than the positions of the individual
cells. Cells are assigneci to the position of their assigneci ciuster.

Ceii positions are provideci to the circuit partitionhg portion of the constructive

method as usual, and the circuit partitioning proceeds as previously desaibed in Chap
ter 5. In other words, the circuit partitioning portion of the method is stili appiid to the
celb, and h not duectly affected by the circuit dustering. Once the partitioning is com-

pleted, it is n e c e s s y to tevise the ciustend netiist prior to revising the consttaints and
variable bounds of the reiative placement problem. During the circuit partitioning, cells

within the same duster may be assigneci to different regiona. Therefore, it is necessary to
"check" each duster in the condenseci netiist. Any clusters containing cells assigneci to
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Figure 8.4: Incorporating citcuit dustering into the placement method.
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ciiffixent regions of the placement area are "broken'' into srnalier pieces to account for the
sepration of the duster during the partitionkg. Once completed, the relative placement
problem is revised using the circuit partitionhg information and reformulated wing the
revised condensecl netiist. The temination of the algorithm (that is, when each region
in the placement area contained fewa than a preselected number of celis) is identical t o

that previoudy describecl in Chapter 5.

8.3

Numerical Results

In this section, we consider numerical aspects of the dustering heuristic proposed in

this chapter. We consider the reductions in the circuit sizes when clustering is appiied
and the amount of computational effort required by the clustering heuristic. The e f f '
of circuit clustering on the perfomance of the p r o p d placement heuristic are a b

considered. S p d c a t l y , when dustering is implemented within the constmctive phase of
the placement heuristic, we consider the quality of the initial and final legal placements,
as

weii as the computational d o r t required to produce the placements. Both QP and

L P formulations of the relative placement problem are considered (although numerical
results presented in previous chapters indicate that the QP formulation of the relative
placement problem is the prefemd choice).

8.3.1

Computational Effort and Impact on Netiist Sizes

The effwts of the dustering heuristic whm applied to the set of test circuits are s h o m
in Table 8.1. In perfonnhg the d U S t e ~ gthe
, tiuget cluster size r a s set to 5A and the

maximum cluster size t o 10A,whae A h the average a r a of the ceiis. The size penalty
parameter was set to 10. The number of c e b and nets in the oRgina and dustered
circuits are presented in Table 8.1.

The improvement is the number of ce% and nets

circuit1

Original Netlist Cluatereci Netlist 1 Improv.
Nets
Cella Nets
Cells
Nets
833
983
214
555 0.26 0.56

circuit2
biomed
industryl
industry2
industry3

3014
6417
2271
12142
15059

Cicuit

1

Time

(CPUSecs)
1.43

3136
5742
2478
13419
21938

Table 8.1: Effets of clustering on netlist &es,
(measures and the number of c e h (nets) in the dustered netiist divided by the number
of nets (cells) in the original netlist) is ako provided. Finally, the computational etFort

required by the dustering heuristic is also presented.

Table 8.1 dearly illustrates that the dustering heuristic requires Little computational
effort to clustu eadi test circuit (compared to those times previousiy presented in Chapter

6 for the creation of the initial legal placements). Therefore, the clustering heuristic
WU
not degrade the constructive placement method fiom the perspective of the requîred

computational aort. The numerical results in Table 8.1 also iiiustrates that the dustering
heuristic is very d k t i v e a t reducing circuits. Although the number of ceiis pennitted
withh eaeh duster is relatively s m d (always less than lOA), the number of nets effwtively
removednom the clustered netlists is typicaiiy greater than 50 percent for dl test circuits,

which is clearly a significant amount.

8.3.2

Computational Effort and Q u d t y of Initial Placements

We now consida the e&ects of circuit dustering on the initial legal placements cnated by
the constructive placement method. The computational effort required to create initid
legal placements, both with and without dustering, is illustrated in Table 8.2. Both the

QP and LP relative placement f a d a t i o n s are considered. We note that the running
times presented in Table 8.2 without dustering are taken fiom the results previously
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circuit1
circuit2
biomed
industryl
indwtry2
industry3

QP Form. (CPUSecs) Improv.
Without
With
0.49
48.01
23.45
325.62
167.61
0.51
888.75
402.38
0.45
188.67
116.84
0.62
0.47
2575.91
1216.03
4004.96
1883.53
0.47

LP Form. (CPUSecs) Improv.
Without
With
437.35
174.89
0.40
2281.67
958.16
0.42
4129.96
1308.81
0.32
1349.75
598.08
0.44
12360.83
6904.00
0.56
28096.89
15910.45
0.56

Table 8.2: Computational d o r t with and without clustering.
Circuit
circuit1
circuit2
biomed
industry1
industry2
industry3

QP Fonn. (pm) Improv. LP Form.
Without With '
' Wïthout
6380
6230
0.98
6270
12500 12460
1.00
12540
8368 8376
LOO
8392
4822 4806
1.00
4810
1-00
14344 14336
14352
1.00
28296 28288
28280

(p) Improv.

With
6370
12450
8390
4808
14352
28248

1.02
1.00
1.00
1-00
1-00
1.00

Table 8.3: Row lengths with and without circuit dustering.
presented in Chapter 6. Additionaily, when circuit clustering is used, the times reported
in Table 8.2 indude the computational effort required to d u s t a the netlist. Taking the

ratio of the tirne required with dustering to that required without dustering, the results
presented in Table 8.2 dearly indicate that circuit dustering results in substantial savings

in the required computationd d o r t , pielding a typical savings around 50 percent for ail
test circuits.

The longest row lengths in the initiai legal placements are presented in Table 8.3.

The tesuita presented in Table 8.3 indieate that the longest row lengths, and thedore
the placement area, are not &ected by chcuit dustering.
Estimates of the total nirc lengths for aü test circuits are prciented in Table 8.4.
Again, both relative placement f o d a t i o n s are considueci. The results ptesented in

Table 8.4 illustrate that the incorporation of circuit dustering resuits in initial legd
placements of either comparable or better estimates oi rire length when compared to

Circuit

circuit1
citait2
biomed
industryl
iadustry2
industry3

QP Fonn. (m)
Without
With
1.6154
1.5743
6.3227
6.5673
4.0053
3.2970
2,1200
2.0162
29.3326 27.4624
77.6508 75.2041

LP Form. (m) hnptov.

Improv.
0.97
1.04
0.82
0.95
0.94
0.97

Without
1.5101
5.8707
3.5557
1.9053
29.3229
73.1003

With
1.6030
5.9814
3.1739
1.8722
27.4941
72.3994

1.06
1.02
0.89
0.98
0.94
0.99

Table 8.4: Ektimates of wire lengths with and without circuit ciustering.
those initial placements obtained without dustering (especidiy on the luqet test circuits). In other words, circuit dustering has a positive impact on the quality of the initial
placements wbile requiring less computational d o r t ,

8.3.3

Computationai Effort and Quaiity of Final Placements

Nthough clustering has no direct impact on the local improvement heuristic (of course,
dinerent initial placements are created by the constructive method when dustering is used
which in turn effets the final tesults of the local improvement heuristic), we stiU consider

the final placements obtained after the application of local irnprovement when dustering
is used during the creation of the initial placements. Essuitialiy, it is these numerical

resdts which tepresent the finai r e d t s (placements) of the p r o p o d placement heuristic
suice ail cornponents (t hat is, the constructive method, the iterative improvement method
and the dustering heuristic) proposeci in this thesis are used ki combination.

Table 8.5 presents the total computational dort required by the constructive method
with dustering (taken fkom Table 8.2) and the iterative improvement method. Previously,
it was shown in Chapter 7, that the constructive method typically required eithet comparable or more t h e than the itctative improvement method. However, Table 8.5 dearly

demonstrates that the e f k t of dustering is to ushif't* the computational burden away

nom the constructive method. In otha words, the computational effort required by the

'

QP Form. (CPUSees) Improv.
LP Form. (CPU Secs)
Improv.
Const~ct. Iter. Improv- Passrs ' Construd. I b . Improv. Pail8e~
23.45
218.43
circuit1
12
174.89
234.52
12
167.61
844-45
958.16
930.94
Qrcuit2
12
12
402.38
1061.72
biomed
12
1308.81
1216.65
12
induetryl
12
116.84
476.95
598.08
477.16
12
1216.03
4110.14
industry2
12
6904-00
4273.66
12
1883.53
3118.23
12
industry3
15910.45
3321.28
12
Circuit

Table 8.5: Constructive and iterative improvement times.
Ciucuit

CPU Tirne (CPU Secs)
QP
241

LP

circuit1
405
1010 1877
circuit2
biomed
1412 2482
industryl
590
1067
industry2 5317 11056
industry3 4985 19070

Imp. (Chtering)
h p . (NoClustering)
SA
(QP/SA) (LP/SA) (QP/SA) (LP/SA)
656
Q.37
0.62
0.31
0.88
3961
0.25
O -47
0.26
0.76
10309
0.14
0.24
0.18
0.50
2629
0.22
0.41
0.22
0.65
25405
0.21
0.44
0.24
0.62
0.14
0.53
36267
0.18
0.85

Table 8.6: Final solution times.
iterative improvement method becornes comparable, or larger, than that required by the
constructive method. Of course, using the LP relative placement formulation for the

larger circuits (indudry2 and indurtry9) stiIl reqWres more computational effort during
the constructive method (this Merence may be firtther o f k t by incteasing the desired
duster size, raiuiting in smaller LP problexm during the initial stages of the constructive
method)

.

The final solution times comparing o u placement heuristic using the QP formulation

and the LP formulation to the Simuiated Annealhg placement heuristic are presented in
Table 8.6- As previously demonstratecl in Chapter 7, OUI placement heuristic requires less
computational effort than the Simuiated Annealhg heuristic, regardless of the relative

placement fomulation. Circuit duetering semes to furthet improve this result as iiiua
trated in Table 8.6. A compariwn of the rcmlb presented in Table 8.6 to those previousiy
presented in Table 7.2 (the resuits preriented in the last two columns of Table 8.6 are reproduced âirectly nom Table 7.2 to faciliate the cornparison of results with and without

MOXIRow Length ( p n )

Circuit
"

QP

LP

6280 6280
12500 12500
circuit2
8424 8424
biomed
4842 4842
industryl
industry2 14432 14432
ïndustry3 28480 28472

circuit1

SA
6260
13010
8464
5366
15240
31768

Imp. (Clustering)
(QP/SA) (LP/SA)
1.003
1.003
0.961
0.961
0.995
0.995
0.902
0.902
0.947
0.947
0.896
0.896

Table 8.7: Final placement areas.

dusteting) illustrates that circuit dustering ceduces the overall computationd d o r t by
a signficant amount (this observation is especiallg tme for the LP relative placement

formulation, since it is the LP formulation which b e d t s the most fiom the reduction in
the optimization problem sizes dnring the constructive method)

Table 8.7 illustrates that the final placement areas, as m

.
e

~ byd the length of

the longest row in the final placement, are better than those obtained by the Sirnulated

Annealing heuristic. A compatision of the row lengths presented in Table 8.7 to those

obtained without circuit dustering previously presented in Table 7.3 (resulb previously
reported in Table 7.3 are reproduced in the last two columnn of Table 8.7 for cornparision

purposes) iilustrates that dustering has no effixt on the finai row Iengths resuiting from
our

placement heuristic.

The h a 1 estirnates of wice length obtained using our placement heuristic (with both
the QP and LP relative placement focmulations) and Simulated Ameaiing are presented
in Table 8.8 (of course, the Simulated Annealhg resuits are reproduced fiom Chaptet
7).

Our placement heuristic with c l u s t e ~ grcsdts in placements with final estimates of

wke lengths which are either comparable to or better than those obtained with Simulateci

Annealing. Severd additionai observations must be made concering the results presented

in Table 8.8 to N l y analyse the &ects of d ~ t e ~Agcornparison
.
of the final estimateci
wire lengths obtained with and without dusterhg (resulb obtained without clustering are
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Cicuit 1

Est. BPWL (m)

QP

LP

circuit1
1.191 1.193
5.161 4.946
circuit2
2.752
2.708
biomed
1.628
industryl 1.739
industry2 20.628 20.145
industry3 58.611 66.737

SA
1.186
4.822
2.572
1.933
21.716
68.589

-

(Clustering) Imp. (No Clustering)
(QP/SA) (LP/SA) (QPISA) (LP/SA)
imp.

1.O04
1.070
1.070
0.899
0.950
0.855

1.006
L.026
1.053
0.842
0.928
0.973

0.995
0.968
1.105
0.902
0.889
0.828

0.996
0.974
1.034
0.856
0.906
0.943

Table 8.8: F i estimates of wire lemgth.
t aken fiom Table 7.4 and are reproduced in the 1 s t two columns of Table 8.8 to facilitate

the cornparison), illustrates that the placements obtained with dustering experience a
slight degradation in quality. This result occurs despite the faet that the initial placements
created with dustering are ktter than those created without dustering.
Despite this observation regarding the slight degradation in the qualitgr of the place
ments as a resuit of dustering, the application of dustering is stiU important. Clustering

has a positive impact on the quality of the initial placements and results in a signifi
cant reduction in the computational effort required to construct the initial placements

(which alm implies a reduction in the total computationai &ort required by the entire
placement heuristic). Good quaüty final placements are stiii obtained (especialiy for the
larger circuits such as indudry2 and industry9) and are comparable to or bettes than
those provided by Simulateci Annealing. Therdore, an important future path is to focos
on the enhancement of the iterative improvement methoà.

8.4

Summary

In thir chaptcr, n e have proposed a new dustering heuristic based on circuit comectivity.
The heuMtic was iliustrated to be greedy in nature, and capable of producing a large
number of dustem of nearly equal s k . The complexity of the heuristic was iiiustrated

to be polynomial in the number of cells in the circuit. The incorporation of the circuit
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dustering heuristic into the constmtive placement m e t h d r a s also describeci.

Numezical resdts indicated that the clustering heuristic was quite efkctive at reducing
the sizes of the netlists while requiriag little computationd d o r t to do so. When applied
to the constructive method, an overali reduetion in the computational eflort requind to
create an initial placement was achieved, regatdless of the reiative placement formulation
used. Whennore, dustering tesulted in better initial placements when compared to

those initial placements ereated without circuit clustering. Therefore, circuit dustering

represents an important extension to the tomtructive method since: (i) it aids in the creation of better initial plscements and (ii) significantly reduces the tequird computational
effort.
Numerical results were also presented to investigate the final placements obtained once
the initial placements (created using clustering) were subjected to the iterative improvement method previously proposed in Chapter 7. These h a 1 placements were compared

to those obtained using Simulated kmeabg. As expected, circuit clustering reduced the
overaii computational d o r t of our placement heuristic (regardles of the formulation of

the relative placement problem), making our heuristic even mote attractive than Simu-

l a t d Annealing &om a computational point of view. Additionally, the estimated wire
lengths of the h a 1 placements were comparable to or better than those obtained using

Simulated Annealing. Unfortunately, flnd placements with clustering were slightly infi+
rior to those placements obtained without clustering (as previously presented in Chaptcr

7). This observation wzs despite that fsft that clustering aideâ the constructive method
in creating better initiai placements.

This observation, do not detract fkom the bene-

fits of circuit dustering (sipificunt rduction in computational effort and good quality
placements), but rather demonstcatts the potuitial ben&t of turthet enhancements to
the iterative improvement method previously desaibed in Chapter 7.

Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Directions
The division of the integrated circuit design procedure into a sequence of interacting
design steps W an appropriate decision, given the cornplentg of modern integrated circuits.
Unfottunately, the division of the procedure does not represent a complete solution to al1
the difficuities associateci with integrated circuit design. Each individual design step, even

when considerd as a single problem, stili remains difjicult. Continual research is therefore
required to deveiop more efktive, &dent and robust techniques for each problem which
arises

during the design of integrated circuits. Only through the continual development

of such techniques wiU circuit designers be capable of designhg more complex circuits
which taise advantage of bot h existing and future technologies.

When solring any problem associatecl with integrated circuit design, it is common that
onIy an app-mate

solution of the exact problem may be possible. Techniques capable

of providuig near optimal solutions whiie requiring reasonable computational dort must

be implemented. Fbthermore, difiernt solution methodologies, such as mathmatical

pmpmming, combinatm*aloptimiurtion, seurclr heurhtics, and so fofih, may al1 prove
useM for taddiiig a given problem. Finaiiy, it is necessary to consider the combinationof

techniques in situations where one particular solution methodology is not suf6cent for the
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solution of a specific problem. T h e issues have been ülusttated in this thesis thmugh
the investigation of the ceii placement problem, a d i m t subproblem associateci with a
single design step in the cùcuit design procedure.

In this dosing chapter,we nunmarke the contents of this thesis. The various contributions made towards the development of a better heuristic for c d placement ate described.
Contributions made on related subproblems encouatered during the development of the
placement heuristic are also described. We describe potential avenues for fùture research
which we consider to be important for the enhancement of placement heuristics. Finaîlp,
dosing comments are provideci.

9.1 Summary and Contributions
In Chapter 2, ceii placement for semicustom design was descxibed. Placement heuristics were classifieci as either constructive or iterative improvement methods, where the
classification was shown to depend on how c d placemeab were obtained. Through a
description of the advantages and disadvantages of the both methods, it was proposed
that a cmbination of methods wodd prove bendaal as a means of exploiting the advantages of both constructive and iterative improvement methods,

while avoidhg the

disadvatltages asmuateci with each method.

9.1.1

Constructive Placement

Chapters 3 through 6 were àedicated to the description of a constructive method for
creating an initial legal placement. It was üiustrated that several iterations of relative

placement and cùcuit partitionkg provided a good distribution of cell positions throughout the placement area. This iterative combination of Merent approaches provided wefuI
idormation for positionhg ce& in an initiai legal c d placement.
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In Chapter 3, the relative placement problnn was describecl as a means of determining the genad positions of the celis while ignoring several placement restrictions. Two
formulations of the d a t i v e placement problem were described. Dependhg on the estimate of wire length, the relative placement problem war formulateci as both a quadratic
program and a linear program. An analysis of the two fotmdations revealed that the
quadratic program formulation resulteà in smaiiet optimisation problems

(in

terms of

the number of unknowns, constraints and required storage) than the equivalent linear
program formulation.

A primd-dud interior point method was proposed for solving both relative place-

ment formulations in Chaptes 4. Interior point methods have typicdy been ignorecl
for solving the relative placement problem, despite their efficient impiementations and
potynornial-tirne complexities. However, when cornpared to previously proposed solution
methodologies, the proposed interior point method was iiiustrated to represent a more efficient and flexible solution methodology since it is capable of handling a reasanably nide
variety ofconstraints. Numerical results presented in Chapter 4 aiso confûmed the advantages of the quadratic program relative placement formulation in tums of computational

effieiency and storage requirements when c o m p d to the iinear program formulation.
Several issues regarding the efficient implementation of the interior point method
were also illustrated

in Chapter 4. The computational "bottleneckn of the interior point

method was identifieci as the solution of the augmented equations a t each iteration of the

method. Typicaily, direct methods have been propoeed [46] for solving the augmented
equatioas. However, we intraduced the concept of itmtiue methads which were illustrated
ta offer severd potmtial benefits in tsrma of computational efnciency and storage require-

ments when compand to their àirect methad counterparts. The importance of generating
a good preconditioning mat& whm using an iterative method ras desuibed and &op

t olerance precondit ioning was considered as an effective approach. Furthermore, it was
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illuatrated that it was poesible to guumntee the d t e n c e of the preconditioning matrix
by applying diagonal modifications during the generation of the preconditioning matrix.

Numerical tesults iadicated the iterative mcthod pcrformed favotvabIy in compatision
with direct methadr when applied to large, sparse optirniration problems arising fkom
the formulations of the reiative placement problem. Iterative methods typicaliy reaulted
in a reduction in the computational effort and stotage requirements of the interiot point
method. Therdore, we conduded that for large and aparse problems such as the d a tive placement problem, which do not reqwie a high degree of acmacy in the solution,
iterative methods are beneficial.

In Chapter 5, it was illustrateci that the solution of a single relative placement problem
was not s&cient

for providing wefuI information regarding b a l cell positions in an

initial legal placement. Therdore, circuit partitioning was introduced as a means of
improving the distribution of celis by forcing celis, in an intelligent mamer, into under
utilisecl portions of the placement area. The combination of relative placement and circuit
partitioning was iilustrated ta result in an itesative procedure for determining "goodn
relative ceii positions. Eiirthermore, the relative placement and circuit partitioning steps
interactecl with each other, where the idonnation ftom one problem was used as input
for improving the results of the other problem.
The creation of initial placements was illustratecl in Chapter 6. Since the reiative
placement and circuit partitioning iterations provided a good indication of the initial c d
positions, a simple and effkctive heuristic b

d on sarted c d positions was proposeci

for eliminating placement violations and creating an initial lcgal placement. Numerical
results were ptesented to iilustrate many aspects of the constructive placement method
the solution
proposed in this thesis. Regardless of the relative placement formulation d,
of the optimioation problems resulting fiom the fondation of the relative placement
problem was identifieci as the computational Ubottlenedr" of the constructive placement
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method. Thedore, it was identifid that any improvements in the interior point methoà
or the relative placement formulationswould be benficial for the computationai &ciency
of the overall placement heuristic.
Différences in the relative placement formulations were also illustrateà. It was confirmed empiticallythat the quadratic progtam formulation of the relative placement probIem required signüicantly less computationai&ort tban the quivalent linear program formulation. However, the numdcai resdts indicated that the linear program formulation
resulted in initial placements with overali lower estimates of nire length. This represented
an important observation regarding the constructive method, n d y the potential tradeoff in quality of the placement versus the required computational efFort. FinaUy, it was

also confUmeed that a single relative placement was not suffiCient for the creation of an
initiai legal placement. Numericd results indicated that the quality of the initial place-

ments generated fiom a single relative placement problem were substantially worse than
t hose obtained when severai iterations of relative placement and circuit partitioning were

.

performed

9.1.2

Improved Placement

In Chapter 7 , a simple iterative improvement method based on localized cell moves and
ceil swaps r a s proposed for repositioning celis to achieve a huther improvment in the ce11

placement. The application of iterative improvement was illustrateci to be necessary for
the detaüeà placement of c&,

since the constructive method onip provideci globaiiy good

information. C o t l v d y , the iterative improvement method was üiustrated to benefit
fiom the exploitation of the a priori knowledge of the global goodncro of the initial
placement.

Numerical results indicated the computational effort required by the iterative improvement method was linear in its duration, whereas the improvement in the quality of
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the placement i n c r d m a t rapidly during the initial portion of the iterative improvement. This was illustrateci to be beneiiciai since a reduction in the computational d o r t
of the iterative improvement method r a s possible by simply shorting its duration whiie

stiil maintaining a teasonable improvement in the quality of the placement.
Cornparisions with an estabbhed Simulated Anneahhg placement heuristic were presented to illustrated that the combination of constructive and iterative improvement
methods was efFkctive when compareci to established methods. In ali cases, out heuristic
produced placements of comparable or superior qualiv, both in terms of the widths of
the required placement areas and the total estimates of rin length. Additionally, our
heuristic required l a s computationd d o r t to produce these higher qudity placements.
Cornparisions of the final placements also illustrated several important aspects regarding the reiative placement formulations. Although the initial placements provideà
by the linear program formulation of the relative placement problem were illustrateci to
be better than the equipalent quadtatic program formulation, the application of iterative

improvement eliminated the Merences in quality. That is, the application of iterative
improvement resuited in placements of equai quality regardless of the rdative placement
formulation. The savings in cornputational &ort for t he creation of the initial placement
using the quadratic versus the ünear program was tdected in the finai computational
times of the overall placement heuristic. Therefore,we concluded that our placement

heuristic, with the relative placement problcm formulated as a quadratic program, was
the prefkable placement heuristic.

9.1.3

Placement Enhancements

In Chapter 8, we considemi circuit clustering as a means for reducing the computational
effort reg-

by the constructive placement method. By initially clustering the circuit,

the solution to a sequence of smaiier relative placement problems was requked, imply-
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ing an overall teduetion in the computationd sort and storage requirements. A greedy
clustering heuristic based on circuit connectivity was proposed. The heuristic was illustrated to be capable of generating a large number of dusters, each containing a few celis,
of nearly equai size. Rirthermore, the complexiq of the heurstic w a iliustrated to be

polynomial in the size of the circuit. When applied to procticui circuits, the heurstic was
illustrateci to be efliciently implemented with nasonable stocage requirements.

Numerical results indicated that the proposed clustering heuristic was &ective at
reducing circuit sizes. Ruthemore, when incorporated into the constructive placement

method, circuit dustering was found to reduce computational efforts substantially, while
simultoneowly Mproving the quality of the resdting initial placements.

9.2

Future Directions

Many passible extensions may be applied to the basic techniques proposeci in this thesis and n e consider several possibiiities in this section for e n h a h g and extendhg the

placement heuristic.

9.2.1

Improved CeN Distribution

As ilLustrateci in this thesis, the relative placement and circuit partitioning iterations
are requind to obtain a good distribution of cells throughout the placement area. It
may prove usenil to indude additional constraints d i m t l y into the relative placement

formulation (in addition to the Rrst moment constraints) to prevent the grouping of cells
towards the middle of the placement atea. That is, additional Uspraadingconsttaintsn
incorporated into the rdative placement problern may prove u o e N for eliminatingoverlap

by effectivdy forring celk apart. One example constraint (although it is likdy that
additional consideration may reveal %etter" constrainb) would be a second moment
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(variance) constraint appüed to the cells nithin each region [48].

The consequence of inciuding such consttaints is twofold. By forcing cells furthet
apart during the reiative placement, the circuit partitioning may proceed in a more timely

fashion since forcing celis apart resuits in 1-

indecision dariag the cnation of the initial

partitions (since celis would have lcss tendency to coliapse ont0 the eut lines). Therefore,
it may be sdEcient to create partitions of the celis and the placement area based strictly
on sorted c d positions while avoiding the naxasity of performing celi interchangea.

k-

thermore, additional spreading of celis into less utilized portions of the placement area

would result in better initial partitions as well as a better indication of where ceils beiong
in an initial placement earlier during the relative placement and partitionhg iterations.

Several disadvantages rnay arise, however, when such constraints are included into the
problem. Appropriate constraints for improvingc d separation rnay be nonluiear implying
modifications to the proposed interior point method. Eiuthermoce, the constraiats rnay
be nonconva implying that it rnay only be possible to guarantee a l o c d y optimal solution
to the relative placement ptoblem. Despite these difficulties, the inclusion of constraints

dûectly nithin the relative placement formulation to improve c d separation earlier on in
the relative placement and circuit partitioning iterations wodd prove benefxial.
9.2.2

Interior Point Methods

Since the computational bottlenedc of the constructive method is the solution of the
relative placement problems, any additional enhancements to the solution met hodology
would be baieficial. For the interiot point method, tedaetion in computational effort
would require a reduction in the number of intetior point iterations necessary to readi
optimaüty or a reâuction in the &ort spent during esch iteration.

Iteratioe venus direct methods for solving the augmented equations deseme more
consideration. In p e r d , iterative methods rnay not perfomi as w d as their direct
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method counterparts on optimisation problem requirïng hi& degms of acnitacy (that is,
many digits of agreement between the primai and dual objective values, feasibility n o m

approaching zero, and so forth). Eowever, for optîmization problems wlüch are large,
sparse and require only approximate solutions (such as the d a t i v e placement problem),

iterative methods are usefitlAnother interesthg posibility is the extension of the interior point method to handle
nonünear (aad possibly nonconvu) constraints. The development of such an interior
point method would significantly enhance the flexiblity of the solution methodology and
allow a greater variety of constraints to be induded into the reiative placement formulation.

9.2.3

Iterative Improvement

Iterative improvement methods are typically based on the appiication of searrh heuristics
to tepositions cells, and thio W the approach which was foiiowed in this thesis. Although it

was iilustrated that a simple iterative improvement method r a s capable of providing high
pualitp finai c d positions (assuming a globally good initial placement), enhancements

may stiil be possible.
Additional computationdy efEcient search heuristics, such as GRASP [9] or genetic
algorithms [Z], for rearranging cells within localized portions of the placement area may
prove usefd- Additiondy, incorporation of meta-heurÉstics such sr Tabu Search [15]
may prove usethi guiding the search heuhtic to better quality placements. The dects
of improvements to the search heuristic used withui the iterative improvement method
would resuit in several benefits. F h t , by malùng more "intelligent" perturbations to an
ePsting placement, better h a 1 placements would be possible without an inaease in the
required computational dort. Additionaily, a reduction in the eomputationd d o r t for
a single perturbation would imply that more perturbations could be attempted over the
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entire duration of the iterative improvement method.
9.2.4

Performance Driven PIacement

Finaily, an important direction for the enhancement of the c d placement heuristic is in
the ditection of puformance-driven placeme~t[23,38,39,42]. For combinationai circuits,
it is essentiai that a signal propagating along a net fiom a driver to a set of si& arrives
quickiy enough in ordu to guarantee the proper functionality of the circuit. For instance,

each functional element in a circuit has a nequired amiual time which represents the latest
time that d signais mwt be present a t the element's inputs in order to guarantee the

element provides the correct outputs. Timing information is typically obtained from
a timing andysis or a circuit simulation. This is especially important in today's high

speed circuitry where timing violations are common ocasrances during the design of an

integrated circuit, and can resuit in extendeci design cycles costing snbstantial time and
money,
Previous research for performance driven placement has been done in the context of
constructive placement methods [23, 38, 39, 421. However, these previous approaches
have used rather simplistic delay models to estimate the timing &ts.

Therdore, the

indusion of more accurate delay models (whether nonlinear, nonconvex, and ro forth) into
the relative placement formulation (aud t h d o r e the constructive placement method),

along with a suitable solution methodology, wouid r e p r e ~ nan
t extremely usaul extension
to the overd placement heuristic.

The investigation of the ce11 placement problem hsr ptoven to be an extremely interesthg
area of research. Application of the ideas and techniques presented within this thesis may
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a h ptove to be very &ective when applied to other VLSI problems, and may extend to

many other problems to which 1have not yet been exposeci.

The continuing evolution of mathematical programming techniques and advances in
diffient typa of sesrch heuristics w i i i continue to faeüitate the ereation of better, more
p o n d , a l g o r i t h for s o l h g many dinerat problerns.

As research never ceases to

provide an avenue for both aeativity and learning, 1upect to be very bus? in the yeanr
to corne.

Appendix A

Derivation of the Augmented
Equations
We are interestecl in deriving the augmenteci equatioas which yield the search direction
at each iteration of the interior point method described in Chapter 4. The h s t order
optimality conditions for the logarithmic barrier problems wen shown to be given by
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Applying Newton's method to these h t order conditions results in the system of quations @venby

This system of equations can be written in the following mat& form:
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and R;'P can be used to eliminate the variables Ari,

Arz and Ar3, respectiveiy as follows:

With these substitutions, the systun of equations is reduced to the folioning:

where

Next use the pivot blo& -R2Se1 and -R3P-l to eliminate the variables As and Ap,
respectively as follows:

As =
Ap = -&-'P(+

- An)
Ay)

With these substitutions, the system of equations is reâuced to the foliowing:
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can be used to eiiminate the Vanables A r as follors:

Making this final substitution, we arrive at the followhg system of equations:

This b a l system of equations is s+mmetric quasi-definte, which is the desired result.

Appendix B

Publications
The foliowing publications are a consequeme of the work done in this thesis.
A. VanneIli, A. Kennings and P. Chin, Interior point approacires for the VLSI
placement problem, In Interior Point Metho& of Mathematical Pmgrumnaing, Ed.

T . Terlaky, Kluwer Academic Publishers, pp. 501-528, 1996.
A. Kennings and A. VanneIli, An efEaent interior point approach for QP and LP
modeis of the relative placement problem, In Midwest Symposium on Circuits and
Systems,

Ames, Iowa, August 1&21,1996.

A. Kennings and M. Razer, Ciucuit clustering and its effects on a d t i w a y circuit partitioning heuristic, In Canadiun Confmnce on Electncui and Compter

.

Engineering, St John's, Nedoundland, May 25-28, 1997.
0

A. Kennine and A. Va~neili,VLSI placement using quadratic programming and
network partitioning techniques, Submitted Intemational ~ n s a c t i o wan Opemtions Reseasrch, 1996.
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